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Co-operative action of discrete agencies such that the total effect is greater than the sum of the two effects taken 
independently. 

EXCHANGE OF IDEAS 

I met a man with a dollar 
We exchanged dollars 
I still had a dollar 

I met a man with an idea 
We exchanged ideas 
Now we each had two ideas 
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SYN-AUO-CON EDITORIAL 

Syn-Aud-Con classes have traditionally provided exceptional companionship among the participants--so much 
that Syn-Aud-Con is more of a society or fraternity than it is an educational institute. 

We have always been eager to share our love of audio and our excitement in its future. 

Graduates who have attended one of our new classes at our Seminar Center tell us that we now have the clearest, 
most concise presentation of audio fundamentals available anywhere. 

We believe them because we have spent the past year constructing new, powerfully presented, totally accurate 
demonstrations of the audio fundamentals. The same fundamentals that we are seeing "professionals" iri our 
business stumble over again and again. Current popular magazines on audio have become so in error as to con~ 
stitute a sub-society of out-of-phase thinkers who feed each other their false concepts. 

We now have a "hands-on" demonstration of "gain"; an exciting demonstration of URE.I's new amplifier that cor
rects for error at the loudspeaker; new insights into log and linear scaling, decades, octaves; and rapid new 
ways to handle exponential notation in both phase and impedance measurements. 

Participants in the first five classes to be hel d at the new West Coast Seminar .Center make a common observation. 
"No pi cture can begi n to tell anyone wha t you have here," and, "I never expected anythi ngof thi s magn·itude 
from the pictures," are frequent remarks. It sounds self-serving to say that this is a magnificent facility 
but that's what we are being told by those who have seen it in person. . . . 

We are eager to share what we truly feel is an environment that reflects what life is really all about. One 
needs to escape the tawdry mesmeric world of city and urban pressures and influences .and have a chance to feel· 
what our forefathers' earth was like. We all know that "left" brain learning and discipline can prosper when 
the "right" brain "gut feeling" is freed from the physical and mental pollution of this age. The. Seminar 
Center is an educational insight into a great deal more than audio. 

The Newsletter is now being offered for the first time to non-Syn-Aud-Con graduates (at a higher price than 
graduates pay), and we are receiving sUbstantial numbers of new subs~ribers. For. them, we will be running in 
subsequent issues at least one tutorial article per issue. 

We believe that a year's exposure to our Newsletters and Tech Topics is an excellent preparatory step towards 
receiving full benefit from attending a Syn-Aud-Con class. Ou~ philosophy is harder to reduce to tutbrial 
articles but we hope our editorial content hints at it just a little. 

*Syn-Aud-Con graduates are capitalized throughout Newsletter. 
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SYN-AUD-CON STAFF 

,Jeanie Garcia 

Don Davis 

When you call Syn-Aud-Con on a day-to-day basis, one of 
four people will answer the telephone: 

aan Krei tz 
Jeanie Garcie 

Don Davi s 
Carolyn Davis 

For those new subscribers to t.he Newsletter, here are 
pi ctures of all four taken duri ng a recent Syn-Aud-Con 
seminar. 

We all enjoy seminar time and the chance to get to know 
those who attend. We find that they, too, are eager to 
get to know the people t.hey have talked to on the tele
phone. 

Just prior to, during, and directly after seminars, 
Ken Wahrenbrock provides extremely valuable assistance 
to Syn-Aud-Con. Those wishing to reach Ken at such 
times can do so through Syn-Aud-Con. 

VOLUME 8, NUMBER 3 

dan Kreitz 

Carolyn Davis 

Ken WahrenbI'ock 
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WELCOME NEW NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS 

Last Fall at the AES Convention we announced that the Newsletter subscription was open to anyone who wished to 
subscribe at $50 per year for non-graduates. 

HARVEY EARP of J. W. Davis & Company reproduced the Newsletter offer in their "Jay's Jargon" publication 
recently. 

We are very pleased to welcome many, many new subscribers as the result of their mailing. Much of the News
letter is written with the assumption that the subscriber has attended a Syn-Aud-Con class and knows all the 
"alphabet soup," PZM, LEDE, TDS-ETC, TEF, ad infinitum. Therefore, a few back issues of the Newsletter are 
included with the first mailing to a new subscriber. 

LEARNING IS FUN 

Few realize it until they experience it, but Syn-Aud-Con coffee breaks, lunches and dinners are fantastic 
learning times. 

Here you are gathered together with some of the most advanced professionals in audio, totally relaxed and 
discussing subjects of mutual interest, triggered by the often startl ing demonstrations you have just wit
nessed in class. 

Coffee breaks (beverages, doughnuts, fruit, etc.) are held around the large 
stone fireplace or out on the front entrance patio or around one of the 
reflecting pools. 
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Lunches, on warm days, are held 
on the large patio at the old 
main ranch house and on cool 
days inside the ranch house or 
the Seminar Center itself. 

Lunches are abundant buffets 
that encourage you to gain 
weight as well as knowledge. 

Dinners are something special 
at the West Coast Seminar 
Center. The lights of the L.A. 
basin are visible 60 miles away 
on clear nights as we go to 
dinner. We have a truly sump
tuous substantial meal prepared 
by a skilled catering service. 
We can assure you that one of 
the unexpected benefits of our 
west coast classes is the escape 
from "motel menus." 
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The last day of class the noon meal is a steak bar
becue with Rancho Carrillo Beans to compliment the 
really man-sized steaks that Jerry Kreitz (Jan's hus
band) prepares just for you. Special salads, baked 
potatoes and abundant beverages complete the story. 

We're proud that our demonstrations and "hands-on" 
excercises can and do keep you awake even though 
full and content. 

4,000 graduates in the past eight years have 
repeatedly told us that Syn-Aud-Con is an audio 
experience, not just instruction. We see no reason 
not to make It a culinary one as well. 

A quick swim, a game of tennis, exploring a tree 
house, or a snooze in a hammock between two trees 
and you're ready to handle whatever the rest of 
the day brings. 

AVAILABILITY OF THE CROWN 

DEDICATED TEFTM INSTRUMENT 

During the recent (February, 1981) TErm session with Dick Heyser, we heard from Crown personnel regarding the 
many exclusive features their instrument will possess relative to any existing equipment: time delays of 
200 sees - Yes! sees; full phase measurements .. both absolute and relative; polar or frequency plots. Crown's 
instrument utilizes several never-before-used techniques that will quickly convince any user of their superi
ority in this field. 

Availability? Anyone's guess is as good as ours. Our best guess (emphasis on guess) is that end users will 
first see this remarkable instrument in early 1982. Heyser and Syn-Aud-Con will be very pleased if a proto
type passes into our hands any time this summer. 

We accepted the delay in Crown's completion of the prototype philosophically. We'll not be as philosophical 
if they overrun their goal of $8000 for this instrument. We suggest you let them hear from you regarding the 
importance of holding this price. 

We will continue to keep you informed. Remarkable accomplishments in TErm measurements are occurring daily 
using available rental equipment and the Syn-Aud-Con/Heyser module. While we continue to suggest that current 
licensees not purchase existing equipment unless Its amortization is a certainty within six months, we do 
encouraqe you to rent the equipment every time the opportunity to cover the cost of the rental arises. 

WANTED HP 21 

Syn-Aud-Con needs to add to our stock of HP21s. We will pay $25 for an HP 21 (in good condition), power supply 
and instruction manual. Call or write Syn-Aud-Con soon if you want to sell one. 
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SYN-AUD-CON 1981 SCHEDULE 

JUNE 23-25 SEPTEMBER 22-24 

JULY 21-23 OCTOBER 20-22 

AUGUS T 18-20 NOVEMBER 17-19 

NEW PRICE SCHEDULE 
The Syn-Aud-Con registration fee scheduled 2 years ago at $500 will increase to $600 U.S. funds starting 
July, 1981. 

Registration fee for Syn-Aud-Con graduates will be $525. 

Registrations for 1981 classes July through December paid in full prior to July 1, 1981, will be at the 
current fee of $500 ($450 for graduates). 

The Newsletter subscription will be $30 in the United States and $35 U.S. funds outside the United States. 
(The $25 charge for the Newsletter was established in 1973.) 

SPECIAL SYN-AUD-CON WORKSHOPS 
One thing is definite: Syn-Aud-Con graduates want to attend special workshops. The response to our 
announcement in the past two Newsletters has been sufficient for us to soon announce scheduling for this 
fa 11 . 

We are encouraged to add two new workshops to the previous announcement: 

o SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN WORKSHOP FOR CHURCHES & AUDITORIUMS 

c=J FINANCIAL & MANAGEMENT SEMINAR/WORKSHOP 

o STUDIO DESIGNERS WORKSHOP 

c=J PZ~ & MICROPHONES FOR RECORDING & SOUND REINFORCEMENT WORKSHOP 

c=J SOUND INSTALLERS SEMINAR/WORKSHOP 

c=J INSTRUMENTATION WORKSHOP 

U FUNDAMENTALS OF AUDIO 

Don and Carolyn will host and assist in each of the special seminar/workshops. 

We have printed this page of the Newsletter in looseleaf and included an extra copy so you can return it to 
us with your ideas. If you want, sign your name and we will contact you when the workshop/seminar you are 
interested inis planned. Or just mark your interests without your signature so that we have a feeling for 
your wishes. 

NAME 

COMPANY _________ _ 

ADDRESS _____ _ 

CITY ________________ __ ____ STATE ZIP ----

PHONE ______________________ --'Mont h of year good for you : _____________ _ 

If we haven't listed your special interest or a project leader that you would like to work with, please lis! 
\ " 

here : __________ _ 
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HME - NEW SYN-AUD-CON SPONSOR 

Syn-Aud-Con is pleased to announce a new sponsor--HME of San Diego, California. 

The speciality of H~1E is vlireless microphones. Syn-Aud-Con is very pleased to have as a sponsor a manufacturer 
of wireless microphones with the combined skill and integrity to supply Syn-Aud-Con graduates with a well-made, 
state·of-the-art system. 

H~1E felt in such rapport with Syn-Aud-Con's educational ']oals that they expressed a willingness to undertake a 
sponsorship role with Syn-Aud-Con. 

The president of Hf1E is Harry Miyahira and we 
are pleased to discover that he has a thorough 
background in audio that includes having 
worked for our friend, Ralph Townsley at 
Purdue Universi ty. We know from experience 
that no one could be around Townsley without 
learning a great deal about the unwritten _ 
lore of audio. (Townsley is author of F'ass7:/Je 
Nci;woy'k Dcs~i[Jn publ ished by Tab Books.) 

In a recent visit to HME's extremely efficient 
manufacturing facil ity, we discovered HME's 
responsiveness to new ideas. Syn-Aud-Con is 
excited about several of the new ideas HME is 
working on and we expect to be reporting on 
them in the next Newsletter. We took a couple 
of pictures of the new professional quality 
wireless intercom system (battery operated) 
which will be in production soon. 

HME Model IC1SO Base Station, includin8 integr',31 four'-channAl mixer, intccface model (for' 
harcl-wirecl systems), ,3ud hcad-sc't. 

Harry is not only a fundamentally well-based audio and RF engineer but is developin'] a skilled management team 
which includes Robert Carr as Marketing Manager, who was with Shure Brothers in engineering and marketing for 
thirty years. Bob is a long time friend of Syn-Aud-Con and was instrumental in Shure becoming one of Syn-Aud
Con's earliest sponsors, 

Wireless microphony has not yet solved all of its problems, such as RF interference, but Syn-Aud-Con has no 
hesitation in recommending HME as the source of honest, accurate advice on when (about 98% of the time) to use 
such devices with success and when to take other measures. 

Syn-Aud-Con has used HME wireless microphones, without interference, allover the United States. We did have 
a source of interference at our Seminar Center when using the microphone at two classes this winter but the 
sow'ce of the problem IJas a sil1:eld connection I:n OUr' sY8tem which, upon being corrected, completely 
cleared up the interference. We use a PZM'M with our HME wireless microphones and have found them to provide 
an electrical signal at the output of the receiver identical to that obtained from a standard microphone cable 
between the microphone and measuring point. 

We dre enclosing literature from HME with this Newsletter and a new sponsorship sheet glvlng details of who to 
contact at each sponsor. We are very proud and pleased with the synergetic relationship that exists between 
Syn-Aud-Con, their sponsors and our graduates. 
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NEW DISCOVERY OF SABINE CORRESPONDENCE 

The 1980's have begun with a series of interesting inquiries into the orlglns of architectural acoustics. 
John W. Kopec of lIT Research Institute, Riverbank Acoustical Laboratory in Illinois, unexpectedly found an 
additional cache of unknown, hence unpublished, notes and papers by Wallace Clement Sabine. 

To quote the abstract of the article discussing this historic find that appears in the January, 1981, JASA, 
pages 1-16, "Twenty-two correspondence files of Wallace C. Sabine, discovered recently at the Riverbank 
Laborat.ory, cont.ain a rich supply of solutions t.o acoustics and noise control problems." "Differing from 
his published papers ('Collected Papers on Acoustics,' edited by T. Lyman (Dover, New York 1964) and notebooks 
(J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 61, 629-639 (1977))), they are records of Sabine's extensive activities between 1909 and 
1916 as an acoust.ical consul tant." 

There is correspondence reproduced in this article on auditorium acoustics, building noise transmission, and 
the reduction of noise from industrial plants and from machines. Sabine's role in the invention of acoustic 
tile and a view into his part in the development of Riverbank Laboratories is glimpsed here. 

How many of us would like to qualify for this description 
of Sabine-··"Known as a man of high principle and great 
modesty, possessing a far-ranging store of accurate know
ledge, skilled at expressing himself and willing to extend 
help to anyone asking his advice." 

These new papers include a hitherto unknown sketch of 
Professor Sabine, 

Again, an idea of Sabine's impact on his clients is re
vealed in a letter to him dated September 20, 1911. 

DedI' Mr. Sa]) ine: 

You may hClve original dr'awings, photographs, 
furniture, good will, money, personal services, 
or any 0 l:her' ole! thing you want to ask for from 
this office, as we shall seize upon the oppor
tuni ty wi th avie!i ty. You do not seem to reali7.e 
that you have put us everlastingly in your debt 
and that nothing we ever can do will be adequate 
compensation therefore. 

Very fai thfully yours, 

Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson 

Finally, among this newly discovered correspondence is 
Sabine's classic answer to an architect's grumbling t.hat 
"acoustics sometimes interfere with a building's appear·· 
ance." Sabine's answer discloses a kind restraint in the 
use of a scapel-like brain. Professor Wallace C. Sabine 

"In order not to feel myself an outcast in society, I have to stop every now and then and remind 
myself that whatever I may have done in architectural acoustics, I did not invent the problem. 
Please exonerate me from being the cause of your troubles. Hoping that nothing will be done, 
either in the correction of architectural acoustics or in initial design, which will interfere 
with architectural effects, I am ...... " 

We can't resist one last quote from a newspaper clipping written by Boston's leading and respected music critic, 
William Foster Apthorp, in December, 1902, regarding the then brand new Boston Symphony Hall. 

"To begin with, neither the late Dr. Upham nor Mr. Sabine can be rightly deemed competent to 
express a musical opinion of any weight whatever; both come musically in the amateur class. 
And, to conclude with, we have not yet met the musician who did not call Symphony Hall a bad hall 
for music. Expert condemnation of the hall differs, as far as we have been able to discover, only 
in degrees of violence." 

How familiar a sound "experts" have; how wrong they usually are; and how confident they are of their grasp of 
"ultimate truth." Like presidential assassins, they are primarily remembered for their ineptitude at any 
worthy task. Eighty years later Boston Symphony Hall is universally judged as the world's greatest concert 
hall. 

We were privileged to hear Mr. Kopec's original presentation of this new material at last fall's ASA meeting 
in Los Angeles. We're grateful that the rediscovery of this material falls into such orderly intelligent 
hands and that once again Leo L. Beranek, as co-author of the article, draws upon his lifetime of dedicated 
research into Sabine's life and work. 
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USING FIXED ATTENUATOR "PADS" IN AUDIO ...... LINK" CIRCUITS 

As is pointed out in every Syn-Aud-Con class during the discussion of "gain overlap" in electronic circuits, 
the use of "pads" is mandatory for pPOf{!i3B~ionaZ results. Several key factors must be satisfied when "pads" 
are inserted in interconnecting "link" circuits between components in an audio system. 

1. The output of the preceding 
component must be "built out" 
to the input value of the pad. 

2. The following component must 
be "shunted" with the proper 
value to provide the pad its 
specified termination value. 

3. The pad components should be 
properly housed and their 
attenuation value marked on 
the housing. 

Syn-Aud-Con feels that this last point 
is very professionally met by using 
the Plantronics-Kentrox K-Pads and 
their associated easily mounted and 
wired housings. The mountings con
tain the necessary matching resistors 
and the "plug in" K-Pads contain the 
bridging and shunt resistors--a really 
slick package. 

The data below tell their story. 
K-Pads not only work well but one 
glance into the rear of a rack 
instantly tells any engineer' that 
someone really on the ball handled 
the design of that rack. 

SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
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K-PAD® MOUNTINGS 
Single and Double 

Designed for 2 Wire (30000106) or 4 Wire (30000206) 
applications Mounted with peel-off adhesive velcro 
(both sides supplied) Can be attached to most sur
faces_ Accept Kentrox K-Pad('} plug-in attenuators, 
which provide fast, flexible, highly concentrated level
setting for voice and data applications The K-Pad('} at
tenuator circuit is electrically equivalent to the WECO 
1C pad and 89-type resistors_ K· Pads(') are available in 
values from 0 to 35 dB in convenient increments Used 
at customer premise for voice frequency telecommun 
ication and data circuits. 

fortunately, K-Pads are sold in high volume to Telco users with the result that this highly professional 
equipment does not have an unreasonable pricing structure. We suggest you write for a copy of their catalog. 
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Plantronics 
Kentrox Industries, Inc. 

14335 N.W. Science Park Drive 
Portland, Oregon 97229 

(503) 643-1681 

Continued on next page .... 
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USING FIXED ATTENLJATOR "PADS" continued 

K·PAD SYSTEM 
The patented K-Pad attenu
ator system (bridged H-Pads) 
provide concentrated level 
setting for voice and data 
circuits It is electrically equiv
alent to WECO 1 C Pad and 
89 type resistors This system 
is available for all commonly 
used mountings-including 
211,183,89A1-100,89B1-
100, NE-66QC 100, CCB, 

ESS 78A 1-64 and 78B 1-64, 
and others 600 ohms is 
standard, but 900 ohms can 
be special ordered 

Bell System 
Common 

Attenuator Part Language 
in dB Number Code 

Attenuator 
in dB 

Bell System 
Common 

Part Language 
Number Code 

Attenuation 
indB 

Part 
Number 

Bell System 
Common 
L.anguage 

Code 

K-Pad These modules 00 40000 POOK0006AA 84 40840 POOK0846AA 16.8 41680 POOK1686AA 
----_. 

attenuator provide "'-0"'.2 ____ 4c:::0020 POOK0026AA 8.6 40860 POOK0866AA 17.0 41700 POOK1706AA 

modules attenuation 04 40040 POOK0046AA 8.8 ____ 40880 POOK0886AA 17.2 41720 POOK1726AA 

values from 0 0 dB to 350 dB 06 40060 POOK0066AA 9 ° 40900 POOK0906AA 174 41740 POOK1746AA 

In increments as small as 0 2 0.8 __ --'4~00"'8'-"0'-- PO()_KO_08_6_A_A 9.2 ___ ~092.Q __ £'I)_O_K_09_2_6A..A.. 17.6 -:4-c1=-76=-=0:---:CP=-O-=OccK--17=-6=-=6-cA--A 

dB They're easy to install and .:.1"'.0 ____ -'-"40100 POOK0106AA 9 4 ___ 4."0",9~40 POOK0946AA 17.8 41780 POOK1786AA 

remove and allow high concen- -,-1:=.2___ 40120 POOK0126AA 9.6 40960 POOK0966AA 18.0 41800 POOK1806AA 

trations per mounting 14 40140 POOK0146AA 9.8 40980 POOK0986AA ~ ____ 4_1?20 POOK1826AA 

The model numbers 1.6 40160 POOK0166AA 10.0 41000 P,DOK1006AA 184 41840 POOK1846AA 

listed below are for 600 ohm 1.8 40180 POOK0186AA -'-10"'.=-2 ____ 4_'_1'--"020 POOK1026AA 18.6 41860 POOK1866AA 

mountings 2.0 ____ 4'-"0:=-20"'0'----POQI<.Q2_06_A_A 104 41040 POOK1046AA 18.8 41880 POOK1886AA 
2.2 40220 POOK0226AA 106 41060 POOK 1066AA ------_. ---'-='-=-----'-=--=-'--=-'= ---------- 19.0 41900 POOK1906AA 

--------------

24 ___ 4"'0:=-24::::.0"---_'_P-=:.OOK0246AA 1 0.8 41080 POOK 1 086AA 19.2 41920 POOK1926AA 

2.6 40260 POOK0266AA 11.0 41100 POOK1106AA -'-19::c.-:::-4 ___ ---'-41,,9--=-4-:-0----'P=-'O:::--O:::--K-:-I'-':9--=-4"'6A-:":A 
2.8 40280 POOK0286AA ~_1.2 ____ 41120 _P_OO_K_I_12_6_A_A 19.6 ____ 4.:..:1c::9-=.60=---...:.P-=O'c0:..:.K.:..:I-=.9-=.66=.A-:-A 

3.0 40300 POOK0306AA 1J..:~ ______ 4~~.£'Q9K iJ.'±.6.A..A.. 19.8 41980 POOK1986AA 

_3._2 _____ 40320 POOK0326AA 11.6 41160 _.fO_OOK 1166AA 20.0 _____ 42000 POOK2QQE3.A..A.. 
3.1 10340 POOK0346AA 11 8 11180 POOK 1186AA 20.2 42020 POOK2026AA 

-=-3"'.6 ____ 4"'Occ360 POOK0366AA 12.0 41200 POOK1206AA _20_4 _____ 2\.?.0i~_P_O_O_K2_04_6_A_A 
,,3::=.8 ____ ::::.40"'3"'8":'..0 POOK0386AA ~ __ 41220 POOKI226AA 20.6 42060 POOK2066AA 

..:.4.-=-0 ____ 4-=--0400 POOK0406AA Ei_ __ __~2<\~_~'pJ2_K_12_4_6_A_A _20_8____ 4_20_8_0_f"_OO_K_20_8_6_A_A 

4_.2 ______ 4.0420 POOK0426AA _12_._6 _______ 4_12_6() __ POOKI266AA =-2."1.0~ __ ----.:'4:'c.2.':10=,,=0,-- POOK2106AA 

4;...4 _____ 4-=-04;...4:..::0_ POOK_0_44_6_A_A 12.8 41280 POOK 1286AA ::::.2.:.:1.::::..2 ___ 4-=2_1 C'-20::---::P:-::O--::OK21 26AA 
4.6 40460 POOK0466AA 130 41300 POOK1306AA 214 42140 POOK2146AA 

_4._8 _____ 40480 POOK0486AA ::::.13::.c.=-2 ____ 4-:-1"'3c::2=-0----'--POOKI326AA 21.6 42160 POOK2166AA 
5.0 40500 POOK0506AA 134 41340 POOK1346AA 21.8 42180 POOK2186AA 

-------" 
5.2 40520 POOK0526AA 13.6 41360 POOK 1366AA 22.0 42200 POOK2206AA 

54 40540 POOK0546AA 13.8 41380 POOK 1386AA 22.2 42220 POOK2226AA 
------- --,.--.~------

42240 POOK2246AA -=c5.-:-6 ___ ----c40560 POOK0566AA 14.0 41400 POOK1406AA ::c22=-4~ __ 

5.-=-8 ____ 40580 PD()IS.Q_58_6_A_A 14.2 41420 POOK1426AA _22_.6 _______ 42_2_60_. __ P_O_O_K_22_6_6A_A 

6.0 40600 POOK0606AA .:.14-,-. ...:.4 ___ 41440 POOK1446AA 22.8 42280 POOK2286AA 

62 40620 POOK0626AA 14.6 41460 POOK1466AA 23.0 42300 POOK2306AA 

6 4 40640 POOK0646AA -:-14-"-.8=---__ ---'-41480 POOK 1486AA24Q ______ 42400 POOK2406AA 

66 40660 POOK0666AA 15.0 41500 POOK 1506AA 25.0 42500 POOK2506AA 
-------.~------

6.8 40680 POOK0686AA 15.2 41520 POOK1526AA 26.0 42600 POOK2606AA 
-----

I.c~ ______ 407()O POOK0706AA .:.1",5.-,-4 __ 41540 POOK 1546AA 27 0 42700 POOK2706AA 

7.2 40720 POOK0726AA 15.6 41560 POOK 1566AA 28.0 42800 POOK2806AA 

74 40740 POOK0746AA 15.8 ____ ----'4-'-15:::::8~0 POOK1586AA 29.0 ___ --'42900 POOK2906AA 

POOK3006AA 7.6 40760 POOK0766AA 16.0 41600 POOK1606AA 30.0 43000 

Ic..8 ____ 407_~ _ PO()_K.9_78_6_A_A _16_.2____ 41620 POOK 1626AA :::.3=-5.::::.0 ___ --=:43~5="=0::::.0 _ _'P~O::.:O:::::Kc::3:.::5~0::::.6A:::.:...:A 

8.0 40800 POOK0806AA 164 __ .::'4-,-16,,:4::,:0 POOK1646AA 

8. 2 . __ --'4"'0:::.82=-:0~_'_P_=:O~O_'_K::::.0:::..:c826AA.:.1 cc6.-=-6 ___ ------'-4.:..:16"'6"'0_P'--'O"'O"'Kc:.I.:..:6"'6-:-6AccA'-'-

~'DO WE HEAR DAMAGING NOISE CORRECTLY?" 

Those attending Syn-Aud-Con classes know our response to government noise regulations. 
sincere, competent workers are occasionally attracted to this type of work but we also 
the political mindedness of many who see the entire scene as an invitation to set up a 
system for "noise control" experts 

We are aware that 
are all too aware of 
financial security 

The article by P. V. Bruel included in this mailing through the courtesy of Bruel & Kjaer is, in our OplnlOn, 
the most sensible, believable, and useful data on this subject to have come into our hands. Figure #9 on the 
6th page is a truly marvelous aid in visualizing some of the temporal attributes of human hearing. Syn-Aud-Con's 
experience strongly supports Mr. Bruel 's conclusions and we feel the authorities will continue to chase their 
ta i 1 s unti 1 they heed what he has to say. 

I hope you wi 11 read the articl e carefully. 
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BILL PUTNAM OF UNITED RECORDING 

Syn-Aud·-Con found the "Behind the Scenes" article in AwIio magazine written by Bert Whyte of such interest 
tha t we felt our readers woul d enjoy it as well. 

Syn-Aud-Con classes currently use 813 Time Al ign™ monitors, the new UREI 6500 sel f-correcting ampl ifier, the 
UREI 200 level recorder and, of course, UREI equalizers. 

Bert W~lyte:S article is ab?ut the ma~ behind all of these fascinating and innovative products. Perhaps Bill 
P~tnam s h1gh~st accolade.1~ the ca11ber of men who work for him at UREI. Syn-Aud-Con has personal experience 
~lth the.cons~stent creatlv1ty of these men as well as their extremely likeable human attitudes. Bill Putnam's 
1nteract10n w1th ~h~se men estab~ishes in our mind his ability to judge technological talent accurately and 
~he ~ven rarer ~b111ty ~o all?w 1tS growth within liveable businessconstraints. With these worthwhile traits 
1n mlnd, we bel1eve you 11 enJoy Bert Whyte's article on Bill Putnam and his contribution to our industry. 

MOSt of us are familiar with the 
founding fathers of high fidelity 
Pioneers like Avery Fisher, 

Rudy Bozak, Frank Mcintosh, H H 
Scott, Walter Stanton and others, whose 
dedication to the quest for high-quality 
sound reproduclion resulted in their 
manufacturing the first tli-fi audio corn· 
ponents for the consumer market 

Needless to say, this fledgling activity 
in the consumer hl·fi market was com
plemented by parallel developments in 
the fields of professional audiO and re
cording. There were pioneers in both 
these fields as well, but within the rela
tively clrcumscnbed world of profeSSion
al audio, few people achieved high VISI
bility and their accomplishments have 
largely gone unrecognized 

One of the most gifted of those early 
pioneers In profeSSional audiO IS Milton 
T (Bill) Putnam, currently Chairman of 
the Board of Unlled Recording Corp in 
Hollywood, California URC encompas
ses United/Western StudiOS, Coast Re
corders, Teletronix, and ItS manufactur
Ing arm UREI (United Recording Elec· 
tronics Industries) 

Bill Putnam founded Universal Recor
ders and bUilt tllS own studiOS in Ctllca
go in 1946 It must be remembered that 
in those days, most recording studiOS 
were constructed With only rudimentary 
knowledge and liltle application of 
acoustic treatment. Typical studios of 
15,000 to 35,000 cubiC feet used drap
ing and periorated acoustic panels. qUite 
often applied directly to boundary sur
faces With no provIsion for air space be
hind them Some used rock-wool baits 
behind perforated Celotex For the most 
part, there was inadequate low-frequen
cy absorption With the ratio of Indirect-to· 
direct sound In the low-frequency instru
ments causing a distinct lack ot separa
tion and presence and an unpleasant co
loration of the sound Add to this the fact 
that ttle off·axis response of many micro
phones (even bidirectional or cardiOid 
types) caused time-related and spectral 
colorations of a Signal arriving after ttle 
direct sound Of course, at the low fre
quenCies below 125 Hz. all the dlrec· 
tional mikes became VIrtually omnidirec
tional, further contributing to the muddi
ness of the sound 
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In marked contrast to this common 
studio enVIronment, Bill Putnam's studiO 
at Universal Recorders was constructed 
With the speCific goal of increaSing In
strumental separation, and tle accom
plistled this by lowering the overall rever
beration time, With particular attention to 
substantial absorption of the low fre· 
quencies To this end, diaphragmatic 
panels in convex splays were used, and 
the thickness of rock-wool baits betlind 
perforated panels was Increased by fur
nng out frames for greater depth Sepa
ration screens and rugs were used for 
absorplion of higtler frequency reflec· 
tions 

A n early type of absorptive roll
around Isolation vocal boo ttl 
was used, which also was occa

Sionally used for a drum set -- a fore
runner of today's drum cage A roll· 
around band shell was constructed Wlttl 
intenor polycyllndrical diffusers to pre
vent fOCUSing, especially of stnngs In
strumental POSitioning and mike place
ment in the studio were radically altered 
from the hand·me-down practices of ear
ly broadcasting and recording, With a 
view towards more separation and dell
rlltlon (Remember, thiS was before the 
days of mulli-track and overdubbing) 
Having achieved better Instrumental sep
aration by lowellng studio reverb time. 
Bill did not want a dead or dry overall 
sound, so he experimented Wlttl feeding 
hiS output Signal to vanous types of re
verberation rooms (Note that thiS was 
before electronic echo chambers) Bill 
was looking for a reverberation room 
wtlich had a smooth decay, would elimi
nate periodicity, and have low colora
tion Bill experimented with deiaying the 
signal sent to the reverb room to more 
effectively simulate early sound He real
Ized the importance of the control room 
In his studio, and it was acoustically 
treated. This led to measuring monitor
speaker response In the room and even 
some attempts at room/speaker equal
ization 

Because of all the factors in studio de
sign and recording practices Bill tlad in
corporated Into tllS Universal Recorders 
StUdiOS, he developed a distinctive and 
easily recognized high-quality sound 
wtllCh generated conSiderable business. 

In the early and mid-fifties, the advent of 
exotic high-quality condenser micro
phones such as the Telefunken U-4 7, 
along With greatly improved mono feed
back cutter heads such as the Westrex 
2B and Grampian, resulted In rapid ad
vances in the quality of recordings Bill 
Putnam adopted these and other aids to 
high-quality mastering, and In competi
tion With several other studios, ttle ' Hi-Fi 
Spectacular" record was a new special· 
ty product for what was called ttle au· 
dlophlle market l Imagme that. way oack 
In 1955 1 As tape recorders and tape for
mulations Improved, permitting greatly 
extended tligh-frequency response, the 
battle to produce even more spectacular 
hi-fi records intenSified. In 1955, Bill 
managed some neat technical one-up
manship by recording at 30 inches per 
second and mastering the tapes at half 
speed Stlades of Mobile Fidelity back 
then! 

I had the pleasure of meeting Bill Put
nam in 1951 In Ctllcago, where I was in 
technical sales and served as mUSIC dl· 
rector for Magnecord, one of the pioneer 
manufacturers of tape recorders Ttlis IS 
where stereoptlonic sound enters ttle 
picture I had been recording in stereo 
for some time, and Bill had been expen
menting with stereo too The Magnecord 
stereo recorder used a staggered head 
configuration which gave adequate ster
eo separation but also caused certain 
problems Bill recorded some stereo in 
this format Ever the innovator, in 1954, 
in cooperation wittl the Pentron Corp of 
Chicago, he used a recorder With eight 
channels on standard quarter· inch tape 
in a staggered tlead configuration to 
record an instrumental group In the 
elght-channel playback, eight loud· 
speakers were arrayed in the listening 
room in the same positions in which the 
Instruments had ollglnally been recorded 
Portents of a future as yet unrealized. 

In 1958, Bill Putnam moved to Holly
wood, California, formed United Recor
ders and constructed the IIrst purpose
built studio for stereophoniC recordmg 
Ttle studio was an amalgam of Bill's 
onglnal Ideas. with Important new acous
tiC deSign work by Michael Reltinger In 
later reviSions. the Time Delay Spectro
metry (TDS) measurement system of Au-

Continued on next page ..... 
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BILL PUTNAM OF UNITED RECORDING continued 

dio's own Richard Heyser was extensive
ly employed, as'were some of Don Dav
IS' pioneering ideas on room equaliza
tion. John Eargle contributed new data 
on monitor speaker response In acousti
cally treated control rooms. Bill Putnam 
and Ed Long (a frequent contributor to 
Audio) collaborated on a loint R&D pro
gram to upgrade the quality of monitor 
speakers. The result was a speaker 
which was designated a "Time Aligned" 
studio monitor The technique takes into 
conSideration the time (phase) response 
of the speaker, and by proprietary de
sign of the crossover network and the 
placement of the loudspeaker dnver ele
ments, the system is said to be "Time 
Aligned" and free of group time-delay 
anomalies. In essence, there is near-per
fect alignment of the frequency compo
nents in a complex transient waveform 

Bill Putnam had formed a company 
- United Recording Electronics Indus· 
tries, UREI - to manufacture speCial
ized equipment for the professional re
cording market, and the new "Time 
Aligned" studio monitor was to be built 
at this facility. UREI has been in eXIs
tence for some years now and is one of 
the most successful of Bill's companies 
I have used a number of UREl's more 
exotic products, and when I was InVited 
to visit their new plant. I gladly accepted 

The UREI plant is a modern one-story 
building in Sun Valley, one of those 
pleasant little towns In the San Fernando 
Valley, and lust a short dnve to the Unit
ed Recording studios In Hollywood 
DeWitt "Bud" Morris, President of UREI, 
is an old friend He's an easygOing and 
genial man, but nonetheless runs a tight 
ship at UREI, aided by Brad Plunkett, 
Chief Engineer, and Ray Combs, V P 
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Work flow is very well organized, begin
ning with in-house testing of Incoming 
partS, then sub-assembly build-Up and 
unit fabrication on various dedicated 
technology assembly lines. While ven
dors supply many parts, whenever possi .. 
ble and economically feasible, UREI 
makes their own. For example, most 
transformers and certain coils are made 
on the premises UREI IS sublect to the 
same inordinately long dehvery limes on 
parts as most companies these days, but 
they invest heavily in quantity bUYing and 
as a consequence are usually In a strong 
inventory position Thus, most of the 
equipment they make IS readdy available 
from stock. 

In addition to a well-equipped R&D 
lab, a modern test lab monitors quality
control procedures Fortunately, subjec
tive testing of many LJREI products is giv
en high priority and is carried out in a 
purpose-built, acoustically treated listen
ing room Currently UREI is producing a 
new generation of "Time Aligned" moni
tor speakers, the 811 A (Single 15-in. 
woofer with exponential HF horn), the 
813A (same as 811 A with addition of 
another 1 5-in woofer in a large enclo
sure), and 81 5A (same as 811 A with 
two 15-in woofers in a still larger enclo
sure) The HF horns are newly designed 
for improved frequency response and 
dispersion characteristics.. The "Time 
Aligned" crossover network has been 
redesigned for more power transfer to 
the speaker driver 

U REI is now heavily committed to 
amplifier production Their big 
brute, Model 6500, was intro

duced at the May, 1980 AES Conven
tion, and I described it in the August, 

1980 issue of Audio At the November, 
1980 New York AES, the 6500 was 
joined by the 255 Wjchannel Model 
6400, the 150 Wjchannel Model 6250, 
and a slim-line deSign, only 1 ¥,.-in high, 
the Model 6150 with 76 Wjchannel All 
of these units are 19-in rack-mountable 
and are of highly rugged construction 

UREI continues to produce such spe
cialized items for profeSSional recording 
as limiters and compressors and vanous 
types of equalizers and filters A new 
electronic crossover is currently in the 
works, and UREI stili makes their invalu
able Model 200 XY plotter and recorder 
with the Model 2000 frequency re
sponse module, the Model 2010 level 
and frequency detector module, and the 
new Model 21 warble generator for room 
measurements When I was viSiting the 
UREI plant, a huge new Neve mixing 
console with the Necam automated mix
down feature was undergoing tests pnor 
to installation in Bill's studio at United 
Recorders. 

Over the years, Bill Putnam has al
ways tned to stay just a bit ahead of cur .. 
rent recording technology. His early ex
periments with time delay and subse
quent manufacture of the Cooper Time 
Cube is an example, as was his iSSUing 
of four-channel matrix evaluation test re
cords. Bill's quadraphonic recordings of 
the late Stan Kenton and hiS orchestra 
are among the very best ever done in 
this medium Today Bill Putnam contin
ues in his pursuit of recording excel
lence, and hiS UREI company translates 
many of his Ideas into products that find 
favor in profeSSional audio AI 

Reprinted with permission 
by AUDIO 
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WOMEN IN AUDIO 

Letter from NYYA LARK, Recording and Live Sound Engineer at Fantasy Recoy'ds in Berkeley, Cal ifornia, to any 
and all interested in supporting an organization called Women in IIwiz:o: 

"Hello Again, 

"It's definitely been quite awhile since last spring's Audio Engineering Society's convention, 
when we came together for the first Women In Audio Session. 

"Those of us on the panel felt that such a momentous occasion should not be left to history 
alone or just fond memories, but should be continued. Especially now that we are fully 
aware of the good amount of women in the audio industry and have a working idea of how many 
would be interested in becoming involved. 

"Hence, the idea of a news 1 etter. We thought it woul d defi n He ly be a good way to stay in 
touch with the women in the industry and find out what they're doing, share mutual experi
ences, new concepts, problems and all practical and scientific endeavors in the way of the 
female aspect. It would also be an excel lent vehicle to help those get started who had no 
idea how, and to inform the non-professional as well as the newcomers what we are about. 

"I certainly hope that this idea becomes a reality. However, as with many things in life, 
money is the key issue besides the most needed communication on all of our parts. If each 
of us contributed $10, that would be enough to get the presses rolling, so to speak. After 
that, yearly dues would be set and naturally bigger and better issues and not to mention, 
your donation is tax deductible!! 

"So please help by sending your contribution of money, ideas, thoughts and experiences or 
anything that you feel would be beneficial to others and yourself. You can also pass this 
thought along to others who may be interested. And no, it's not a woman libbers move 
either!!! I know that there are interested male parties that you may know out there too! 

"If you're on the East Coast, please contact: 

Mary Gruszka 
C8S Television Network 
51 West 52nd Street 
New York, New York 10019 

"If you're on the West Coast, you can contact: 

"Trul y hoping to hear from you soon. 

Nyya F. Lark 
3933 Harrison St. #201 
Oakland, California 94611 

"Nyya F. Lark" 

A Women 1:n Audio organizational meeting will be held in the Syn-Aud-Con hospitality suite at AES in May. As 
Nyya says, "I certainly hope that this idea becomes a reality." 

If you were not able to attend the May AES and would like to support the organization, be in touch with Nyya 
Lark or Mary Gruszka. 

METERS 
AND 

VOLTMETERS 

Meters measure flou). 

EXAMPLES 

Water Meter 

Watt Meter 

Voltmeters, etc., that do not 
measure flo/,} are instruments. 
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TIME-BANDWIDTH 

PRODUCT OF FFT ANALYZERS 

Number of 1 i nes (resolution) (L) L t (8.W.) 

Time window in secs. (t) t (8.W.) 
-L-

Bandwidth in Hz (8.W.) 8.W. t 
T 

EXAMPLE 

An FFT analyzer with 400 line resolution and a bandwidth of 
500 Hz has a time window of: 

t (B.W. ) 
-L-

500 
400 0.8 sec. 
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THE SIMPLE SINE WAVE 

f 
'Ii:: 

cl 
~ 
lAJ o 
2 -------+-----------"'---------r~!I-

A simple sine wave (sin x) has the following basic parameters: 

l. A period (P) The primitive period (p) of sin x is 2n or 3600 
-

i.e. one cycle. 

2. An amp I itude measured peak-to-peak (Ap- p) The ampl itude may be in volts (V) , current (1) , etc. 

3. A time ( t) The time interval is NP in secs. 

From these basic pa rameters we derive: 

l. 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

5. 

Beea use: 

In 
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Phase (P) 

Phase angle ((j) 

Frequene y (f) 

Wave length 

. 5Ap_ P 

.5Ap 

.707Ap 

( A) 

Peak amplitude (Ap) 

Average ampl itude (Aav) 

Root mean square amplitude 

P [~) and is a ratio 

e 360[~J in degrees e 2n(f) in radi a ns 

f [~) in Hz 

The wave length is the distance between points of 
corresponding phase of two consecutive cycles. 

-~For 

(ArmsJ 

A = 

sine waves only 

Phase Velocity 
f 

HAVING FUN WITH CALCULATORS 

alc bN 

ale In b(N) 

In b 1 n ale 
--~N~ 

b 
Jln Na/cj 

10 log 10 2 = 3.01 

Therefore: b = J~~oi] 

Thus: 2 

l.26··· . 
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BAG END TIME-ALIGNED™ MONITOR 

JIM WISCHMEYER of Bag End, Barrington, Illinois, builds rugged stage monitors. He recently came up to show 
us his latest version which ·he has had made into a "T-ime-lll'ign™" Performance Mon£tor by E. M. Long Associates. 

- .H·.-apr 

We were able to verify the success of Ed Long's work in achieving alignment on axis, and to a surprisingly 
large off-axis angle, as well. We were particularly pleased that Jim thought enough of his product to spend 
the time and money to perfect this aspect of its performance. 

Just in case you were so unfortunate 
to overlook it, there was an article 
on Paul Klipsch in the August, 1980, 
issue of "Audio" magazine. The 
article includes some recent photo
graphs and the usual fascinating 
interview with the great man. 

Writing about Paul Klipsch has many 
of the same hazards as writing about 
General Patton. Both have an impish 
quality that revels in misdirecting 
the interviewer away from their 
remarkable intellectual accomplish
ments and towards their outrageous 
contributions to trivia. Paul once 
again succeeds in so doing. The 
interview is entertaining, but not 
enlightening. 

Paul is most enlightening when 
cornered by a question on which he 
has to start from scratch. You then 
witness the raw power of a great 
mind trapped into unaccustomed 
challenge, and the angles from which 
he attacks the problem would, you 
quickly find, never have occurred to 
you in a million years. 

An American original?--You bet--but 
not in humor--rather in his ability 
to inspire and motivate late starters 
into imitating his persistence and 
continuing study. 
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DON'T S PUT SPEAKERS 

The object of a sound reinforcement system is a simple one. It is to increase the acoustic power in a given 
environment in a manner that insures that each listener gets an equal share and that as little as possible 
goes to areas where there are no 1 is teners. ( 

If we view this goal in terms of how to most effectively apply loudspeakers in achieving it, a number of pre
ferred practices are available and deviations from these practices lead directly to inferior performance. 

Whenever possible, use only one loudspeaker correctly placed. Correctly placed is directly above the talker 
at a distance that allows sufficient acoustic gain to be developed. 

MAJOR COMPROMISE #1 

When one loudspeaker cannot evenly cover all the listeners with equal acoustic power, good practice dictates 
two loudspeakers at the same location--one (more directional) aimed at the farthest 1 isteners and another 
(less directional) aimed at the nearest listeners. 

MAJOR COMPROMISE #2 

When long distances are encountered and eXlsting available loudspeakers cannot effectively "throw" sound that 
far, the preferred practice is to spread them out overhead as a series of single source systems and then align 
them to approximate a single loudspeaker through the use of digital time delay devices. 

MAJOR COMPROMISE #3 

When the first three approaches fail to meet the requirements of equal acoustic power to all listeners, then 
high density overhead distributed loudspeakers must be used. In cases of high reverberation or abnormally 
high ambient noise levels this may become, in the 1 imiting case, a "pew back" loudspeaker system in a church 
wherein each two listeners is served by their own loudspeaker mounted in the backs of the pews. 

RESPONSE OF "SPLIT" LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS CREATI ON OF A "COMB FI L TER" RESPONSE 

L, 

Ci£Nrli/l.I-fl./1F 
FRE.~ RIlS/«"Si£ 
(NO T.D.) 

Jmmm 
LAfl(i,E: ro. ~#~ 

R.1iS~ 

(~z~J 

WHY ARE THESE CONSI DERED GOOD? 

A most reasonable question. The complete answer is multifaceted but several significant effects can be easily 
described. 

The sole possibility of interference with a single loudspeaker system is that caused by reflections. Care in 
placement (high enough, angled down, etc.) and consideration of the matching of the narrowest coverage angles 
commensurate with delivering equal acoustic power to all listeners can greatly minimize such effects. 

The instant more than one loudspeaker is used there arises the danger of two identical equal po/ver signals 
arriving at a listener's ears at slightly different time intervals. This causes what is know as "comb filters." 
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DON'T SPLIT SPEAKERS continued 

"Comb filters" are a frequency response full of peaks and nulls caused by "phase" cancellation--that is, a 
wavelength displacement in time that results in a frequency dependent series of anomolles in the frequency 
response curve. The easiest example at hand and one of the most common errors made in sound reinforcement 
work is the use of two loudspeakers on either side of a stage, platform, or other performing area. As can be 
seen in the illustration, the only "good" seats are in the "center aisle." Slight displacements to either 
side of center results in severe "comb filtering" of the frequency response. (We've all heard this many 
times--that funny hollow sound in our heads.) 

Overhead distributed loudspeakers, when used in sufficient density, tend to have pairs that cause these anomo
lies and other pairs creating peaks where the first pair made nulls and vice versa. 

Time delayed channels are normally put 20 msec (i .e., twenty feet) apart acoustically to util ize the Haas 
effect and thus produce very narrow tightly packed anomolies. Only the single source system avoids the initial 
cause (so long as a reflection is not allowed to act as an equal power vertical source). 

These are your choices--some better, some worse. You now know what is considered t.o be "good pract.ice" and 
why. It only takes skilled application of this knowledge to produce improved sound systems. 

WORK STARTED ON THE SYN-AUD-CON 

PROGRAM LIBRARY FOR HP-41 USERS 

At the Syn-Aud- Con/Heyser TEpM Semi nar in February 
at Syn-Aud-Con's West. Coast Seminar Center, RUSSELL 
BERGER of Dallas, Texas, KEN I~AHRENGROCK of Downey, 
California, JOHN LANPHERE of South Bend, Indiana, 
and FARREL BECKER of Washington, D.C., put t.heir 
heads t.ogether and decided to begin establishing a 
library of programs for the users of HP-41 calcu-
1 a tors. 

They will act as a team to gather, edit and docu
ment. programs contributed by Syn-Aud-Con graduates 
and others interested in Audio Design Programs. 

John Lanphere will act as the program librarian 
and will coordinate the compilation of the library. 
Programs will be made available later this year. 
Bar Code listings and magnetic cards along with 
complete documentation will be available for each 
program at a nominal cost. 

KEN WAHRENBROCK and RUSS BERGER working on pNlgrarnming 

JOHN LANPHERE put-ting tor;ether library. 

It. is also possible that as a standard assortment 
of often-used programs is formed, these programs 
will be made available as a custom Syn-Aud-Con 
Applications Module. 

We need t.o know who all of you HP-41 users are, 
so please write John Lanphere, A/V Design Service, 
1408 Elwood Ave, Ste 213, South Bend, IN 46628, 
219-234-1991. Be sure t.o send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope. 

Be sure to tell him about any original programs 
t.hat you would like t.o contribut.e, any ideas for 
programs you would like t.o see written, and any 
other ideas or suggestions regarding t.he program 
1 i brary. 

Contribut.ions accepted as part of t.he Syn-Aud-Con 
library entitle the contributing author to three 
(3) free select.ions among other available programs 
in the collection. 

Syn-Aud- Con hopes that t.hi s effort to coordi na te the remarkable di vers tty of programmi ng ta 1 ent among our grad
uates will meet with complete success. 
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EXCERPT FROM 
NEWSLETTER 
VOLUME 7 # 3 

WHO WILL BE THE FIRST TO TRY 

A RADICAL SUGGESTION FOR IMPROVED MONITORING? 
Having now played at length with a high fr'equency "sled test" on the Emilar' system, we have a number of 
subjective impY'essions. 

1. You sure can hea l' a few inc hes of mi sa 1 i gnment. 

2. Woofers dr'iven with a sine wave signal at crossover don't sound like the high 
frequency unit driven at crossover' with the same Signal .. 

We know that at least par't of the di <ference may 1 ie in the difference in both Q and CL at crossover be
tween the woo fer' and tweeter, 

In our experience many really good woofers have a Q = 2 or 3 while it is our considered opinion that high 
frequency units for studio IOOnitoring work should have Os from 10 to 15, 

There is also the problem of achieving really good bass response using the studio window wall as part of 
the surface for your low frequency development. 

One solution to this dilemma is to lOOunt the high fr'equency units about operator head level on either side 
of the window between the control r'oom and studio and the low frequency unit over'head in the ceiling. 
Why? 

AN EXAMPLE 

Suppose that our high frequency unit has a Q: 12 and our low fr'equency unit has a Q '), We find that 
~ from the H,F. unit to the operator's ears 1S 10 feet. What should the L,F, unit's ~ distance be for 
an equal ratio of direct to reflected sound to be received at the oporator's ears? 

10 feet 

~ 
\!~-3 

A drawing of the installation ts illustrated here. 

I Q H.F:-=:
Q L.r. 

5 feet 

The irrminent advent of digital time delays with adjustments in usec incr'ements bodes well for the timeliness 
of this, up to now, radical idea. One usec is the equivalent resolution of ,01356 inches. 

EXCERPT FROM "db" Magazine, March 1981, page 43; article by Michael Rettinger, "Reproducing Electronic 
Music in the Control Room" 

A horn With a length of about 8 3 feet (99.6 inches) would 
probably have a total length of 10 feet. once the woofer IS in
stalled at (he thloat- To shor1cn thl5. dimension, a folded horn 
ma~ be used fiGURE:. 3 shows such a unit. as was employed for 
the reproduction of those very low notes in Universal Studios' 
'"'StnsuITound<o'O system The system is intended to reproduce 
not only these low~frequency sound waves, but also wind rum
bles and other below·25 Hz effects 

FIGURE 4 shows the floor plan and elevation of a recording 
studio control room designed to accomodate the horn system 
just described To facilitate construction, the horn mouths 
may be either square or rectangulaL Because of the frequencies 
that are reproduced, these units are practically omni-direc
tional, and nero not be installed in the front wall of the room. 

If digital recording tcchnology eventually allows us to rou· 
tinely record very-low frequencies. perhaps the audiophile 
listening room of the future will also see the installation of 
such horn systems, when (and if) these sounds make their way 
w*~rec~ • 

Referencts 
T~ best sources of information about loudspeakers and sound 

fq>roduction are tbe books by H F Olson. His firsl book -Applied 
Acoustics'" has become a r.rity because it is out of print It was origin
ally published by P Blakiston', Son a: Co Inc, Philadelphia. It was 
written in collaboration with Frank Massa., a Swope Fellow at MIT. 
Two other books by H_ F Olson are "Acoustical Engineering'" and 
-Mod~rn Sound Reproduction," both published by Van Nostrand Co 
Inc in Princeton. New Jersey 

DO 
DO [} 

,--.-------" 

Figure of Low-.frequency horns installed in Control 
Room ceiling 

"Who will be the first to try a radical suggestion for improved monitoring? Michael Rettinger? 

( 
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Syn-Aud-Con graduates will one day tell their grandchildren, "I was there when it all happened," when those 
grandchildren, after looking at one of today's conventional microphones in a museum, ask, "Grandpa, did you 
ever use one of those?" By then PZM"" will have solved a great majority of the world's input transducer 
problems and the strange monstrosities of today will look like what they really are--a crude approximation. 

Syn-Aud-Con is truly impressed by the 
engineering advances and the striking 
cosmetic improvements Crown has built 
into their product. 

Have you stopped to think about and 
realize that the purchase of the beauti
ful new Crown PZM"" packages not only 
provides you with the most advanced 
microphone capabilities in the world 
today but, if cared for and preserved, 
will remain a prize collector's item 
in the future? 

We can't help but remember that only 
eleven years later the HP-35 calcu
lator that we put aside (the only one 
we saved out of over thirty we had 
used in Syn-Aud-Con classes) is now 
a collector's item. 

Don't say we didn't tell you. Even 
more relevant, to our thinking,is the 
joy and excitement of having "been in 
at the beginning" of a technology that 
will affect our cultural heritage 
through more faithful recording of 
great works of art. 

dBV 

In the IEEE dictionary we find dBV (see voltage level) and under voltage level ... "The voltage reference nor
mally used in standards is 1.0 vol~'(not the value of 0.775 volts so often suggested In the popular audio 
periodicals). Again, it is not 1.0 volt RMS but 1.0 volt peak-to-peak that is most frequently employed. 
If a sine wave test signal is being used, then 1.0 volt p.p. is: 

0.354 V RMS 

Peak-to-peak is not mandatory, therefore, Syn-Aud-Con recommends the use of the dBV under the following set 
of conditions: 

1. Make the reference 1.0 volt RMS 

2. Use it only to measure "open circuit" vol tages 

3. Always carefully state the first two conditions so as to avoid the confusion 
generated by lack of standardization 

The dBV is a most useful way to rate the output level of dynamic microphones, phono cartridges, and other 
transducers. A 1500 microphone rated, for example, at -60 dBV re: 1 pa. is easily reconverted to voltage by: 

[-
601 

10 20 1.0 mv. 

and using: 

Gm 20 log Eo - Lpt - 10 109RMS + 24 dB = (-60 dB) + (-94 dB) - 10 log 150 + 24 dl3 = -151.76 dBm 

To which you merely need to add yoUr' performer's level (i .e., 115 dB) and you then have your available input 
power at the mixer imput: 

-151.76 dBm + 115 dB -36.76 dl3m 
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE DESIGN OF CENTRAL CLUSTERS 

A central cluster is an array of sound sources clustered as close together as possible in the attempt to 
approximate the performance of an ideal single source device in the same location when such an ideal device 
is non-existent. 

Since the sound pressure level (Lp) at the listener's ears from a single source equals: 

Lw + 10 10g(4rr(gxF +~) II here : Lw is the total acoust i c power 1 eve 1 

(
X watts J 

Lw 10 log 10-12watt~ 

Ox is the distance in meters from the sound source 
to the listener 

Q is the di recti vity factor of the sound source 
(dimensionless) 

Sam is the total absorpti on in square meters (metric 
sabins) 

It can quickly be seen that the ratio of the direct sound field level is dependent upon Lw, Q, and Ox and 
that the reverberant sound field level relies on Lw and Sam. 

Further, Lw will be a function of the number of devices (N) in the cluster (NLw) and their relative electrical 
input powers (We) but not the Q of such devices nor their distance from the listener. 

Lwt 
r (LwIWel) 

10 10gl10 -1-0- + 
(Lw2We2) 

10 10 + 
[ LwnlWOenJ] 

.... 10 

Finding Lwt accomplishes the same result as find 'N' for a cluster and using the Hopkins-Stryker equation to 
find the change in level between a point in the direct sound field and another point in the reverberant sound 
field (i .e., the ratio of direct-to-reverberant sound levels). 

i\Ox ( 
Q 

10 log 4rr(ox}2 + ~NJ Sam 

where 'N' is calculated from equation six in Syn-Aud-Con Tech Topic Volume 5, No.5. 

Lw Lsensi + [
Oref J 20 log .283m - 10 log Q 

For sound systems using a sensitivity rating (Lsensi) of xdB at a 0ref = 4' from 1 watt electrical input 
power the equation becomes: 

Lw Lsensi + 12.7 dB - 10 log Q 

Knowledge of these parameters allows easy calculation of the ratio of direct-to-reverberant sound levels for 
inclusion in the more advanced Peutz equations that utilize 

LO, LR Lamb, and RT60 

LO Lsens i + 20 log [O~~f) + 101 og (We) Lamb is either calculated or measured 

RT60 is either calculated or measured 

These further notes were inspired by material Dr. Eugene Patronis of Georgia Tech was kind enough to share 
with us relative to an AES paper he gave in May, 1981, at the Los Angeles convention. 
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SMILE 

Brilliant people talk about ideas; 
Average people talk about things; 
Small people talk about people. 
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CONST ANT VOLTAGE OR CONSTANT CURRENT 

There is not a necessity for a sound system engineer to concern himself with internal circuit design (though 
it is an enjoyable side skill in dealing with component malfunctions) but he should be conversant with the 
interface circuitry bcb,)pen components. 

COMMON INTERFACE CIRCUITRY CONSTANT VoLTAGE Ol! CONSTAIVT CUlu.?FNT? 

Today, the mos t common type of interface is 
that of the preceding component at a very low 
impedance connected into the following compo
nent at a very high impedance (relative to 
the first unit). This concept has gained 
popularity, thanks to its increased signal
to-noise ratio and its simplicity. 

TilE ourpuT c/~cvlTRY "r ANy SYSTeM CArJ 
8E: C J.lAR.AcT€R./2.t;/) by r/lE {)IA~AI1 BE"Lot.). 

Rs 

One handicap is that it does not easily allow 
the use of "passive" devices between compo
nents and foy'ces a buildout and t.erminat.ion 
if t.he passive device is t.o operat.e properly. 
Such circuit.s are referred t.o as "constant 

£= £. ~~l L 'SRtR S t... 

vo I tage." 

In measuring work, because of the omnipresence 
of voltmeters, it is often quite useful to 
opera te a "cons ta nt current." sys tem wherei n 
voltage fluctuation directly follows impedance 
fl uctua tions. 

CONSTitIJr I/OLTAGE:-

LET £$=/.00;- J !?s= O.OI.n 
CAlcu. RL = 8.0. I TII€lII Rt = 16.11 

CONSTANrCUR~€NT 

LE. T Es": /.0 V / I<s= 1~'40.n.. 
CAl. cu. R[ '" 8Il.) mEN R/..::. f'-ll 

( SA ) ELI -= 1.0 O.Off'l + .. n ELI = I.O(1~'~T81l.) 

The Shure Voca I Master system employed a "con
stant current" output system with great 
success. 

"Impedance matchi ng" does not mean that the 
sending impedance has t.o be the same as the 
receiving impedance in a link circuit.. Im
pedance matching means that you are properly 
matched. A proper impedance match can be 
130Q to 15,OOOQ or .001Q to 8Q or quite a 
variety of other values. 

In the IEEE dictionary, "impedance matching" says see "load matching." Under "load matching" we find "circuits 
and systems; the technique of either adjusting the load-circuit impedance or inserting a network between t.wo 
parts of a system to produce the desired power transfer or signal transmission." 

Therefore, in most systems the term impedance matching really means connecting impedances together properly 
not necessarily of equal value. The illustration allows an'insight into two common cases you easily might 
encounter. 

One final thought. We agree with the circuit designers that the signal transmission path need only handle 
voltage or current with minimal power until you go back to the acoust.ical signal. You then must develop the 
acoustic power required. 

Always remember, t.he function of a sound syst.em is to distribute equal acoustic poweY' to each listener while 
reducing to a minimum the amount of power sent to non-listener areas. 

VISIT THE SYN-AUO-CON SEMINAR CENTER? 

We are receiving a steadily increasing number of requests from 4,000 graduates to visit the Seminar Center 
when they are in the vicinity. 

We greatly regret that such visits are not possible. The problem lies in our isolated location. In order to 
bring a visitor in (remember we are in a wilderness area behind locked gates) requires that a member of the 
Syn-Aud-Con staff and a vehicle spend 1/2 hour travel time to the locked gat.e, another 1/2 hour back to the 
Center, anot.her 1/2 hour back down the mountain to return the visit.or to the gate, and a final 1/2 hour 
returning to the cent.er. 

Naturally, t.he visitor wishes t.o see all of the spectacular hidden valley, its facilities, and part.s of the 
surrounding forest. The result is that an entire day can be devot.ed t.o what, on the face of it, is a simple 
request. 

We sincerely regret that we can't extend this courtesy to you should you come west on other business. We 
appreciate your understanding, and we hope you will have the opportunity to enjoy a Syn-Aud-Con class at 
the Center. When you do, you'll fully understand our problem with trying to bring you up one at a t.ime. 
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DECADE CALIBRATION 

In our last Newsletter we discussed "octaves" and the mathematics that allow easy calculation of intervals to 
the base two. 

Now, let's talk about decades. A decade in history is ten years. A decade in audio is any 10 part interval ( 
(decade resistance boxes have controls calibrated from 0 to 9 on each knob). A decade in frequency would be \ 
defi ned as: 

This means 

H.F. 
L.F. 

that we can 
a given bandpass by: 

H .F. 
L.F. 

10' 1 decade 

wri te a general case 

10(X decades) 

express ion 

where: H.F. is the highest frequency 
L.F. is the lowest frequency 

for the calculation of how many decades 

and: ln H.F.-ln L.F. x decades ln 10 

EXAMPLE 

there are in 

Using a frequency span of 30 to 15,000 Hz as we did in our last Newsletter in discussing octaves, we can now 
see how many decades that represents. 

x decades ln (15,000) - ln (30) 
ln 10 2.7 decades 30 300 

1 decade 

3000 

decade 

2.7 decades 
t 

15,000 30,006 

1 decade 

'The question might arise in a different fashion, such as "What upper frequency limit would I have if I extended 
from 30 Hz 2.5 decades?". 

H.F. e((X decades (In 10)) + ln L.F.) = 9,486.8 Hz 

or: What if wish a 2.5 decade span with an upper limit of 5,000 Hz? What is my low frequency 
cutoff? 

L.F. = e(ln H.F. - (x decades)(ln 10))) = 15.8 Hz 

Remembering that division into decades is electronically convenient (witness 1/10 decade rather than 1/3 
octave filter designs), the general case equation for equally spaced logarithmic intervals can be derived from 
our approach above. 

liN 

(~:~:) = (multiplier) where: N is the number of intervals of equal 
logarithmic spacing (i .e., on a log scale 
are equally spaced) 

Suppose, for example, that, using our earlier data, we want each frequency from 30 Hz to 9,486.8 Hz spaced 
1/2 decade apart. That means we want a N = 5. 

30 

Using our equation, we find: 

Then our first mark is 30 Hz: 

24 

9486.8 Hz 

1 

(
9486.8 HZ)"S-

30 Hz = 3.16 

30 X 3.16 our second frequency 

and 3.16 X 94.87 our third frequency 

300 X 3.16 our fourth frequency 

Continued on next page ..... 
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DECADE CALIBRATION continued 

DECA-D £ CALIBRATIoN 

~~ 
30 94.87 300 948.68 

30 

You can easily guess our next frequency. 

94.87 300 9486.8 Hz 

and our last frequency as we complete 2.5 decades 
spaced at 1/2 decade calibration. 

Finally, in amplitude levels, a ten to one increase 
or decrease is referred to as "an order of magnitude" 
and follows the same rules. 

METRIC REPORT 

David T. Goldman of the National Bureau of Standards has written a special report, "The Metric System: Its 
Status and Future," in the April 1981 IEEE "Spectrum." The first paragraph is interesting: 

"Progress toward metric conversion in the U.S., although less advanced than some would prefer, 
is occurring even without an enunciated national plan." 

"A report by the National Bureau of Standards in 1971, 'A Metric America: A Decision Whose Time Has Come,' 
proposed the voluntary phase-in of the metric system of measurement over a 10 year period. That period is 
now almost over, but it is clear that the metric system is not about to become the predominant measurement 
system in this country." 

The brainwashing of students from grade school on in the supposed benefits of the metric system is discussed 
without the recognition that most of these same students, as they mature, see through the propaganda and 
reject the training in favor of the ever present practical American system. 

Nowhere in the article is the fact mentioned of the inferior metric standards we would have to replace our 
American standards with or the completely dishonest metric practice of showing the student e=ct conversion 
values while giving the scientist the correct conversion values. 

One feature of this article that I did like is the complete listing of each derived quantity in terms of S.L 
base units. 

power 

Freq 

Where: 

watt jls 

Hz 

M is meters 
KG is kilograms 
S is seconds 

*1 
S 

The heartening news is that we are no longer associated with any backward nations in our opposition to metric 
measurement. We are now the only country not committed to it. 

Syn-Aud-Con does not feel it is accidental that the nation with the greatest freedom of choice is the only one 
to still reject this obsolete French fetish. There are no perfect societies, at present, on this rotating 
ball of mud, but ours sure beats whatever is in second place. 

The rights of free men risk abuses. Conformity is in direct ratio to loss of freedom. Freedom of religion 
can lead to a Jonestown or the constitution of the United States. The right of free men to bear arms can 
lead to a Hinckleyor a Sergeant York. The right to be free of academic political control can lead to chaos 
or a new industrial revolution based on superior standards. 

The very basis of freedom is the right to more than one way to solve problems. If we must someday spend 
trillions for a new system, let's first generate a better one than this hodgepodge of compromises between 
French mi smeasurement of the ea rth' s quadrant and the; r fa i 1 ure to force Mother Na ture to opera te sol ar time on 
a decimal base. 
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REVERBERATION 

We have remarked in the Newsletter a number of times regarding the importance of W. B. Joyce's work in re
examining the fundamental reverberation equations. Now a colleague of Joyce, E. N. Gilbert, also of the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, has published what should be the final authoritative (' 
word on the subject. 

"Iterative Calculation of Auditorium Reverberation" in the JASA 69 (1) January 1981, 
pages 178 - 184. Quoting from the abstract: 

"Formulas for reverberation time have always been derived assuming a constant distribution 
function for sound intensity throughout the auditorium. The true distribution is known to 
satisfy an integral equation, first derived by Kuttruff, which has not found much applica
tion because it contains the unknown reverberation time itself as a parameter. Here energy 
considerations supply another relationship which, together with the integral equation, form 
the basis of an iteration procedure. The intensity distribution and the reverberation time 
are both corrected on each iteration ..... " 

The rapid convergencies possible with Gilbert's iterative technique offers a powerful new tool for the prior 
analysis of an auditorium in advance of its construction. 

SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS ON REVERBERATION EQUATIONS AND THEIR APPLICATION 

Syn-Aud-Con has, since the acquisition of TErm measurements, become increasingly critical of when and where 
to use equations derived from the basic reverberation assumption. The outstanding misuse, obviously, being 
the measurement and calculation of reverberation times in recording studio control rooms that do not have a 
reverbcy'ant sound Field. In today's control rooms the energy that might have produced a reverberant sound 
field is far below the ambient noise levels present in the space and, therefore, what one measures is merely 
the transient time of some early reflection. 

Again, Syn-Aud-Con's experience in real world measurements using Energy Time Curve (ETC) apparatus is the 
realization that the concept of reverberation time is but a coarse approximation of the quantity and quality 
of the ratio of direct-to-reflected energy present in a given location. 

ACCEPTABLE LISTENING CONDITIONS 

When the following conditions are met, a given location is judged as an acceptable listening environment: 

1. A good signal-to-noise ratio. (We are increasingly inclined to believe that this 
means the direct sound level to noise ratio.) 

2. A correct ratio of direct-to-reflected sound energy, particularly in temporal terms. 
(Beranek's early identification of the initial time delay gap is now coming into 
much fuller recognition.) 

3. Sufficient acoustic gain. 

Sabine's genius is clearly apparent in the very first pages of his published papers when he writes: 

"In order that hearing may be good in any auditorium, it is necessary that the sound 
should be sufficiently loud; 

"that the simultaneous components of a complex sound should maintain their proper 
relative intensities; 

"and that the successive sounds in rapidly moving articulation, either of speech or 
music, should be clear and distinct, free from each other and from extraneous noises." 

Let's dissect Sabine's criteria for good 1 istening. 

26 

"In order that hearing may be good in any auditorium, it is necessary that the sound 
should be sufficiently loud;" -- A good signal-to-noise ratio which implies adequate 
acoustic gain. 

"that the simultaneous components of a complex sound should maintain their proper 
relative intensities;" -- Proper equalization either of the sound system or of the 
reflected sound so that no extraneous source of energy cancels the direct sound from 
the source. 

"and that the successive sounds in rapidly moving articulation, either of speech or 
music, should be clear and distinct, fH!C fl'om eaeh other and from extraneous noises." 
_. Sabine clearly sensed the temporal basis of interference with direct sound. 

Continued on next page 
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REVERBERATION continued 

CALCULATING RATIOS 

Thus, calculating is of paramount importance in determining 

1. The direct-to-reverberant ratios, Lo/LR 

2. The signal-to-noise ratios, Lo/LAMB 

3. The inclusion of the temporal spacing of significant energy levels during the 
first 50 msec 

4. The suppression of significant individual energy levels after the first 50 msec 

SIN ratios and Lo/LR ratios are adequately defined in Peutz's important articulation equations. We also know 
a great deal about temporal spacing thanks to Henry, Haas, and Kuttruff's work. 

1. No energy level after LO should be greater than LO 

2. LR < LO and spaced optimally 20 msec beyond LO with each subsequent LRl' LR2 , etc., 
spaced 5 to 10 msec further out in time 

3. Beyond 50 msecs no energy levels should exceed the desired Lo/LR ratio 

4. The greater the density and the closer to exponential level change with increasing 
time the mass of late LR's can be made, the more diffuse the reverberant sound field. 

SUMMARY 

Today, with ETC measurements the engineer fortunate enough to be gaining experience with such apparatus is 
rapidly turning from classic reverberation time equation calculations to specific correction of temporal 
misalignments, adjustment of spurious energy returns via specific interruptions of their specific paths, and 
is enjoying the thrill of understanding and significantly controlling the complex interactions between 
acoustic energy and the boundaries containing it. 

We are struck by the intuitive sense of Fitzroy (who realized the influence of the three principal axes on 
the decay rate of sound), Leo Beranek with initial time delay (ITO), and Sabine, who saw it all in his basic 
work but was forced to lump it into a practical all-in·one measurement. 

ERRATA 

Newsletter Volume 8, No.2, had a few typos (all but one made after Helen Range proofed) but the most glaring 
(and funny) mistake was "Errata" spelled "Eratta." What does one say? 

Page 8: Digital Time Delay "Sound Pa th Difference" from Indus tri a 1 Research Products -
the headings "Delay msec" and "Feet" are reversed. Instead 
of 4 msec of delay = 3.5 ft; 3.5 msec = 4 ft. The formula 
is 1 ft = .885 msec of delay, which allows you to figure the 
delay for any distance. 

Page 11: !In Overlooked PZM'M IIdvantagc 

"Di aphra gm Size" 
.57", .11", .057" should have read .57' or 6.8"; .ll" should 
have read .ll' or 1.32"; .057" should have read .057' or .6" 

This is a typo that pleased us in that it assures us the 
Newsletter is being read judging from the number of people 
who called the mistake to our attention. We didn't think 
the Newsletter had time to be received when we heard from 
,JIM FULLMER, a Consultant in Salt Lake City, and DON MEREEN 
of Telex. And they just kept coming. 

Pa ge 11: %!I]'conc !i['41 Doewncntation 
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RANDY GAWTRY called to say 

should have read: 

AL 

AL 

100[10-S(A+BC)-ABC)+0.15) 

100 [10- 2 ((A+I3C) - (ABC)) +0.15) 

JOHN LANPHERE sent in the same correction. 
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MARCH 1981 CLASS 

We're sorry that our local photo shop lost a roll of film covering our March seminar. 

ftARTICULATION" TEST 

Theophilus Thistle, the successful thistle sifter, 
while sifting a seiveful of unsifted thistles 

thrust three thousand thistles through 
the thick of his thumb. 

Original Author Unknown 

Thank goodness it's not mandatory to be able to say this one rapidly in order to work in audio. It is an 
excellent test that quickly reveals a "too hot" high frequency response. (Given to us by ROBERT BOYD of 
the Edmonton class 1976.) 
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THE DIGITIZATION OF AUDIO BY PETER SUTHEIM 

Peter Sutheim so succinctly expresses Syn-Aud-Con's feelings about the present state of the digital recording 
art that we asked ~r and received permission to reprint his comments as they appeared in a journal called 
Audio lunateur. 

THE GROUNDED EAR 
by Peter Sutheim 

THE DIGITIZATION 
OF AUDIO 

By NOW A roUCH of weary cynicism afflicts 
every observer of the audio marketplace 

Many remember personally the cycles of 
faSCination and dlsenctlantment with revolu~ 

tlonary breakthroughs like solid state and 
Quadriphonics Each promising develop~ 

men!, exploited to the utmost In the market· 
place, seems to have left a kind of hangover In 

ItS wake So If your attitude toward the digital 
(suns IS ho hum- another revolution, ' let me 
suggest that this one IS enough different to 
claim your serious attention Granting 
acknowledged theoretical and practical advan~ 
tages of digitized audio, growing eVidence 
Signals serious trouble, and bad news warrants 
closer attention before nearly Irrevocable 
steps toward standardization are taken 

I want to devote this column to a fair presen~ 
tat Ion of the cases for and against digital sound 
at the present state of the art No seriOus Journ· 
al,sm eXists without some bias The slant of 
this examination IS that while the advantages of 
digital audio have been published enthusiastic. 
ally and repeatedly In uncountable variations In 
the technical JOlHnais and the popular media, 
ItS drawbacks, at least In ItS present forms are 
not nearly as widely known This column IS of 
fered as a step toward correcting that 1m 
balance and perhaps a stimulus to a wider and 
more fundamental diSCUSSion of digitized 
audio 

I haven t space here for much detail about 
how digital encoding. storage and recovery 
work for audio at the end of the article are 
references for further reading A brief 
refresher may be In order, however The 
governing principles are sampling and quan~ 
(Izatlon The program Signal IS sampled for ItS 
intenSity at regular Intervals, tYPical clock 
rates now being In the VICinity of 50.000 
samples per second Each resulting voltage 
sample IS then binned by an analog~todlgltal 
(AID) converter according to ItS intensity In one 
of a large number of pOSSible levels, each 
represented by a binary digital 'word, made 
up exclusively of ones and zeroes A sample of 
given intensity belongs In one box or another, 
not In none and not In two Thus IS the audiO 
program encoded In digital form, wherein It can 
be recorded on tape or diSC. stored In elec
troniC memory or transmitted by the same 
means as other digitized data 

For playback, a digital to analog (D/A) con~ 
verter evaluates each binary word at the clock 
rate and accordingly produces a voltage pulse 
of the appropriate level These pulses are In· 
tegrated to recreate the original audiO 
waveform 

The conception IS a brilliant example of 
abstract thinking, and mathematically 
unimpeachable The original program can be 
dissected and reassembled With any deSired 
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accuracy depending only on the tWin chOices 
of sampling rate and number of Quantization 
levels It IS there, and In the phYSical realization 
of digital systems, that difficulties begin 

The technique IS attractive In the practical 
world of recording and Signal procesSing for 
several reasons 
1 Information stored In the form of binary bits 
IS less vulnerable to contamination by broad 
spectrum nOise (e g white nOise) or to put It 
In a folksy way It ought to be easier to build a 
CirCUit that can tell whether or not a pulse IS 
present In a given spot than one that has to 
deal With all the subtleties of a mUSical Signal 
ThiS attribute applies to long term storage. ac 
cldental partial erasure. pllnt through 
crosstalk, etc 
2. By Similar reasoning, when copying digital 
tape In digital form (Without decoding), Signal 
enhancement techniques can produce a copy 
that IS for all practical purposes Identical to the 
original The prospect of unlimited copies each 
as good as the master IS certainly appealing 
3. The frequency response and dynamiC range 
of a digital recording system are limited only by 
the chOice of sampling rate and by the word 
length (number of bits per word), which 
together establish the resolution, or 
Information carrying capacity, of the system 
Frequency response down to zero Hz (dllect 
current) IS an accomplished reality. as IS a 
dynamiC range of 90dB 
4. If the clock rate In the recorder IS stable, 
and If the playback clock IS controlled by 
pulses put on the tape at the time of recording 
by the same clock that controlled the Initial 
sampling, then flutter and wow-the conse· 
quences of speed variations In the tape or diSC 
transport-disappear 
5. Error correcting codes can be deVised 
WhiCh, by adding an extra bit or two of Informa· 
tlon to each word. can compensate for tape 
dropouts (loss of contact With the head or Im~ 
perfections In the tape Itself) 
6. Digital recordings can be edited very 
preCisely by purely electroniC means, Without 
resorting to the comparatively crude and fussy 
technique of phYSically cutting and spliCing the 
tape "Trial edits can be made evaluated and 
remade In much less time than cut and splice 
allows 
7. Dlgltlzatlon makes pOSSible some highly 
sophisticated Signal procesSing, such as ar 
tlflclal reverberation (removal as well as add" 
tlonal l ), precise filtering of unwanted nOise, 
correction for colorations. etc Once the pro~ 
gram has been digitized, It can be operated 
upon by a SUitably programmed computer In 
the same way as any other digital data 

The fllst three Items of tile list are the ones 
With the most general appeal continually pro~ 
moted In the popular media None of the claims 
made for digital sound-at least as they have 
been summarized here-are untrue They (and 
thell promotion) reflect rather, an Idealized 
conception which IS betrayed to some degree 
by the available hardware In what follows, 
tllose shortcomings Will be examined, and In 
the last parts of thiS column we II have a look at 
some perceptual discontent With digitized 

audiO mat IS not so far accounted for by the 
theory or the speCifications 

OPPOSition to digital sound seems to fall Into 
two camps those who hear something wrong 
With It and those who don t In the fllst category 
are people who seem to be responding emo 
tlonally to connotations-who recoil at the Idea 
of cutting beautiful musIc up Into little bits. 
as well as people who feel. often vehemently 
and apparently qUite Sincerely, that the dlgltlz 
ed musIc they have heard Simply does not 
sound as beautiful as It ought to Some of that 
latter subgroup have a technical understanding 
of the phySICS and math of digital audiO others 
grasp It In an intUitive way Some have express~ 
ed feeling actual phYSical discomfort dUring 
digital auditions 

The second category comprises people who 
have heard satisfactory (or at least promising) 
reproduction from digital sources but are op· 
posed to standardiZing It In Its present form 
feeling, for various reasons that It may harbor 
latent flaws that Will haunt us later They 
sometimes cite color teleVISion and FM stereo 
as examples 

Straddling both categories are people who 
have become aware as well that digital record~ 
Ing has sometimes failed to deliver on ItS most 
highly touted features The unlimited perfect 
copyabillty, for example, does not always work 
In certain systems, because the error~ 

correction scheme cannot cope With the ac 
cumulated dropouts In successive transfers 
The resulting uncertainties In quantization 
create audible 'holes or extremely annOying 
forms of nOise or distortion peculiar to digital 
systems 

Three Incompatible digital recording formats 
are on the market, differing In almost every 
pOSSible way tape speed, word length, sam
pling rate, error~correctlon scheme and other 
details ThiS fact IS In part responSible for the 
current scramble toward standardization, 
naturally, every proponent would like to see its 
format become the standard and IS therefore 
qUick to point out the flaws In the competition 
while defending ItS own 

Defects or limitations of one deSign do not 
necessarrly apply to another Only a devoted 
dlgltal~watcher Will be able to keep It straight, 
for most of us, the claims and attacks are 
homogenized Into an ominous fog, In which It 
seems likely that an eventual standard Will be 
concocted as much through Industry POlitiCS 
and economic clout as by a rational analySIS of 
merrt 

SUCh a climate IS hospitable to rumors, some 
of which I have heard from two or more seem· 
Ingly Independent sources but have been 
unable to confirm to my satisfaction An exam~ 
pie IS the story of the digital tapes 1'1 record 
company X's vault WhiCh, though only two or 
three years old, are forever unplayable 
because the digital codes on the tape are too 
badly 'smeared' magnetically, supposedly 
due to some combination of prrnt~through and 
self-erasure Whether thiS, If true at all, was 
due to an accident or to some essential flaw in 
the system, we may never know 

Continued on next page .... 
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THE DIGITIZATION OF AUDIO continued 
Such an event can be tragic. a lot or a little. 

depending on the amount of wasted effort and 
lost art. but Hlere IS a deeper. In fact quite fun
damental. Issue with more far-reaching conse
Quences 

Several authOrities' 2' agree that the pre
sent electromechanical recording system. with 
the vinyl phono disk as its product. is unsur
passed In its information-storing capaCity and 
ItS longeVity. when correct methods for 
playback and preservation are used_ To 
paraphrase this convergence of opinion we 
know how to make records that are better than 
we can play at the moment fhe limitations are 
In playback styli. cartridges. tonearms-not in 
the diSk-cutting or preSSing process (The 
Popular Electrofllcs article' IS worth reading It 
arrives at a dynamic range of 88dB for a top
notch release pressing. computing the nOise 
floor against the tracking limit of a high-quality 
cartridge. and compares this to the 84 to 85dB 
claimed for one digital diSC system being pro
posed. and to the 90dB claimed for digital tape 
systems The article also states a bandWidth up 
to 45kHz for conventional Vinyl discs) 

Digital encoding IS a very different matter 
The cflO/ce of encoding format establishes 
forever the maximum information content of 
the recording medium When one chooses a 
sampling rate and a quantization format one IS 
In effect saying. ' I judge thiS to be a suffiCiently 
accurate replica of my Original 

nle chOice of sampling rate may be based 
on faulty, pOSSibly outmoded assumptions 
aoout hearing, It IS a textbook commonplace 
that the upper limit of human hearing IS 
approximately 15 or 16 or 20kHz. dependlrlg on 
the age. sex and other Indlvlduaj factors of nle 
subject under test The figure IS used to Justify 
a sampling rate of. In one case, as low as 
32kHz (Information theory requffes a sampling 
rate at least tWice !tle highest frequency to be 
encoded) 

Yet. Fourier analYSIS notwlttlstanding, the 
mUSIC of the world IS not deSCribed entllely by 
clusters of sine waves Normal tlearlng can 
respond to pulses as short as 5 microseconds' 
durallon--flve limes faster than one half
SinUSOid "pulse" In a 20kHz Sine wave Since 
the acoustic universe has not agreed to end at 
the 20kHz marker established by steady-state 
sine wave measurements. It is quite likely that 
Informallon of a sort IS there which contributes 
to the lifellkeness of the best recordings 

Admittedly. It IS probably a rare microphone 
that can respond that high (though It has been 
suggested that the unique transparency of cer' 
taln "boon rmcrophones IS attllbutable to thelf 
gentle 6dB/octave rolloff at the tllghest fre
quencies. In contrast to other microphones 
With much steeper high-frequency boundaries) 
But microphones evolve. too, and we have 
already seen the fallacy of letting the limita
tions of one part of the chain deterrTllne 
deliberate limits In another 

Without being expliCit enough, the 
Discwasher people' write. " there IS some 
eVidence that trained listeners sense the 
absence of such [extremely high] frequencies If 
the audition pellod IS suffiCiently long Studies 
shOWing the listeners do not miSS anything 
above 15kHz have used relatively short audi
tions " One such test IS presented In detail In 
reference 4. using paired quasI-muSical pulse 
recorded music samples of I-second duration 
With seven dillerent types of sharp-cutoff low
pass filters to limit the bandwldttl presented. 
the 43 subjects. considered as a group. did not 
reach the threshotd of diSCrimination for thiS 
type of test (75%. or halfway between 
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':hance- 50 % -and perfect score-l 00 %) 
Whether certain indiViduals were able to 
discriminate more consistently IS not reported 

One CUriOUS fact emerges from a table of 
results: the 21 profeSSional sound engineers 
among the subjects achieved qUite noticeably 
lower scores (poorer diSCrimination) than the 
22 non-englneers-on one filter. lower by ten 
percentage POints The paper does not com
ment on that aspect of the result, 

fhe chOice of quantization levels, which 
determines the number of bits per word. may 
likewise be based on an Irlcomplete under
standing of our hearing A 16-blt system. the 
largest number so far applied commercially. 
gives a theoretical 95dB dynamiC range With 
more than 65.000 level steps. which seems 
almost astronomically vast Yet most of that 
capacity remains unused most of the time 
Material near the threshold of audibllity---- the 
last reverberant sound decaYing into silence. 
or the weaker harmonics of a complex musical 
note-may be encoded with only 2 or 3 bits 

The quantization nOise resulting from a ran
dom hunting between quantization levels 
begins to be Significant at these low levels. In 
much the same way as class-B crossover dis
torllon In amplifiers is more audible at low 
levels than high Unlike the more-or-Iess con
stant nOise floor of conventional (ecording 
techrllQues_ quanllzatlon nOise eXists only 
when signal IS present (rather like modulation 
nOise In analog iape recording) It IS Itlus POSSI
ble to claim for digital recording an essentially 
Silent background-and to hear no hiss-and 
yet to experience a Signal-dependent nOIse (or 
distortion) 

Could thiS account for some listeners' 
reports of an "unnatural" Quality to the decay 
of sounds recorded digitally? ThiS problem IS 
compounded by re-recordlrlg a digitized Signal 
digitally after It has been already restored to 
analog form Various Ingerllous methods have 
been applied to redistribute the channel 
capacity more advantageously floating-pOint 
encoding and some forms of cornpresslon and 
expanSion rather like familiar methods used Irl 
analog work 

Alan Sides_ a recording engineer known for 
hiS work With pop artists Dlahann CarrOll. Kenny 
Burrell, Billy Preston and oltlers, has done 
several albums With digital technology uSing 
each of ttle three commercial systems (3-M. 
Sony and Soundstream) and finds some of the 
results baffllrlg and unsatlsfYlrlg "It was like 
the equalizer dldn t work proper Iy ." he said In 
an interView "II I boost 16k It sounds like I'm 
booSling 10k When you fllst play It back it 
seems falTly close to ttle Original. but when you 
play With It a little bit longer and you start mix
Ing With It. the high-frequency Information 
sounds a little peculiar" HIS comments were 
based on work With the 3-M machine. 

He also reports Itlat while the Sony 
PCM-1600 'sounds awfully good" on originals. 
after a couple of dlgltal-to,dlgltal transfers 
"ttlere seems to be just slightly less echo each 
time down' Stranger stili is hiS report of com, 
paring the Sony digital Original With a simulta
neous 30 IpS analog master on an Ampex ATR 
fhe digital master sounded much bet· 
ter-then But a dffect 30 IpS analog copy of 
the digital orlglnal'wasn t even close' to the 
Ampex analog orlglrlal However. digital caples 
sound better than the 30 IPS Original! 

"ThiS IS ~omethlng I just don't understand," 
He conjectures. though. that the excellent 
rTlIdrange clarity In a digital Original keeps one 
from noticing the absence. or the 
"peculiarity_ of ttle extreme highs, When the 

digital tape IS transferred to a conventional 
analog machlrle. which smears ttllngs a bit. 
then the tllgh-frequency strangeness IS evi
dent 

He has been dissatisfied also with edited 
digital masters from the Soundstream system, (. 
(Such a product would presumably be two 
digital generations oil the original--once into 
the editing computer. then back onto tape) 

Less ambience. duller" were the words he, 
used In comparing It to the original 

Recording engineer Rick Ruggieri (Nell Dia
mond and others) has been through four 
albums With digital 'None of them have really 
come out hke they started." he reported. He 
heard sonic changes senous enough to change 
the balance of the musIc. although he doesn't 
really object to the sound. His malfl objection is 
his feeling of too tittle control over the steps in 
the process. of not knowing where something 
IS going awry, (He worked with Soundstream. 
He has heard a Sony PCM-1600 and slightly 
prefers it, but has not worked with the Sony 
editing process) "It's still a baby." he says_ 

1m not knockmg It. but [right now) the out-
come is not worth the expense They're try, 
Ing to shove It down everybody's throat" 

Curiously, every engmeer I talked to had had 
hiS share of digital distress. but spoke of col, 
leagues who told "hours of nightmare stories" 
of ttlel( expenences With digital sound. Some of 
the stories. like the one of the deterloratlrlg ar· 
chives mentioned ear her. are difficult to track 
down, In a tYPical pattern. someone who IS 
reported to have had unfavorable experience IS 
questioned. relates one or two anecdotes and 
then refers to someone else wno's really nao a 
bad tlme l (lost tracks. whole songs lost. 
Ilopeless degradation of quality) 

ThiS IS more SOCiology than audiO. but what 
IS clear IS that the conquermg wave of digital ( 
audiO as viewed from the trade and popular 
press IS being counter~d to some degree by a 
lusty undertow of disgruntled and wary recor
dmg engmeers Are ttley a rTlinioflty? Probably 
Is that why so httle of thiS discontent has sur
faced In pflnt? 

I mentioned m pasSing that the sampling rate 
must be at least tWice the highest frequency 
component present in the Signal TtliS IS a baSIC 
prmclple of Information theory, a proof can be 
found m many textbooks. but IS beyond the 
scope of thiS survey The pflnClple has a 
seflous consequence that IS not immediately 
obVIOUS. the need to suppress. before dlgltlza
tlon, any energy at a frequency higher than 
one-half the samphng rate Higher frequenCies 
Will be miSinterpreted by the encoding process 
In such a way as to produce a SpUflOUS. Ifl

verted. mirror-Image spectrum. and hlghty 
audible distortion, 

ThiS IS called aliasmg, and the need for sup
pression reqUires anti·allasmg filters to be In
cluded Ifl the AID conversion equipment. For 
economic and bandWidth limiting reasons. it 
makes sense to keep the sampling frequency 
as near to twice the highest audio frequency as 
poSSible. -that in turn demands filters With very 
sharp cutoffs. Such a filter. which. for example, 
mlgtlt have ItS 3dB "knee" at 15kHz and be 
better than 60dB down at 22kHz, manifests 
some pretty dramatic phase shift along With its 
amplitude characteristic. Some suggest the 
anti-aliasing filters may be as much to blame as 
the dlgltization process Itself for aUdible high- ( 
frequency aberrations, 

Whether or not that's true could be deter
mined by Inserting such filters Into a conven
tional high-quality analog chain and doing a 
controlled listening test Something like this 

SYN-AUO-CON NEWSLlTTER 
SPRI NG, 1981 



THE DIGITIZllnON OF AUDIO continued 

was done in the experiment Cited In rererence~ 
4. although the effects of the flltenng and the 
digltlzation could be synergistic That experl' 
ment was conducted with filters only 

Some readers may be now be wondenng 
why all the fuss-why not Just choose some ex
travagantly qigh sampling rate and number of 
bits? The answer IS only partly cost. the other 
part IS that our modest. homely business of 
recording music accurately. so cJnspectacular 
when compared With satellite transmisSions of 
video a~d high-speed data. is in fact bumping 
the limits of technology A 16·M AiD converter 
has to resolve level differences of about 150 
microvolts over a 10 volt signal amplitude 
range. and. assuming a 50kHz sampling rate: 
would have to make ItS first (most-Slgnlficant
bit) decision in about a microsecond 

The other surprising aspect of this is the 
relatively enormous bandwidth reqUired. A 
16·M. 50kHz system. With an upper frequency 
limit of 25kHz. requires an 800kHz channel 
Each additional bit doubles the bandWidth re
quirement. as does doubling the sample rate 

Consider. for companson. Mark Levinson 
has claimed for his analog tape recording 
system. using a modified Studer A-80 a~ 30/ips. 
two tracks on half· inch tape and his own elec· 
tronics. a noise-floor-to-saturatlon dynamic 
range of 9OdB~ In terms of recording fidelity on
ly (not considering the possible further advan
tages of digital manipulation). thiS performance 
probably equals that of any current commer
Cial digital system. 

So it begins to be apparent that digltlzatlOn 
of audio is not necessaflly synonymous With an 
improvement In fidelity. but represents perhaps 
mainly an improvement In the convenience of 
certain operations. such as editing and Signal 
procesSing And thiS Improvement in conve
nience IS obtained at a rather severe cost In 

bandWidth-which In practical terms manifests 
Itself In the amount (area) of tape consumed 
per Unit of recording lime 

I close thiS portion 01 the survey With a quote 
from an extraordlnanly intelligent book. Ap
plications of Digital Signal Processmg" 'What 
WOuld be the bit rate of a converter that was 
perfectly matched to the human auditory 
system? We can conSider thiS question With 
respect to all audio signals covenng the com~ 
plete dynamiC range and heanng bandWidth or 
With respect to the smaller class of signals 
relerred to as natural mUSIc In both cases. the 
optimum converter will be one With the 
minimum perceptual error 

"An oplimum converter IS one With minimum 
bit rate such that further minimization of the er
ror between the converted and unconverted 
audiO Signal IS inaudible. Attainment of thiS 
goal requires a good understanding of the 
psychoacoustic effects of various converSion 
errors Unfortunately. there IS no complete 
model of auditory perception, but only a large 
literature documenting various phenomena, ' 

Subjective responses are not hard to come 
by In audio. and when a new development ap
pears there is never a lack of opInion about ItS 
ments But. as far as I can determine. there 
has never been a stranger evalualion of a new 
audio technology than one presented to the 
1980 los Angeles Convenlion of the AudiO 
Englneenng Society. Dr John Diamond, a 
psychlatnst from Australia now liVing and prac
ticing in upstate New York. delivered to an 
overflow crowd his findings on the use of 
digitized music in therapy 

He claimed to have treated thousands of pa· 
tlents and to have evaluated thousands of (con
ventional) records for their effects in reducing 
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stress and promoting healing. To his surpn:,e 
and dismay. upon trYing digitally produced 
disks he discovered that they consistently m
creased the level of stress in the hearer. as 
manifested by temporary weakness In the 
deltOid muscle (a large muscle that runs from 
the upper arm Into the shoulder) 

Diamond called for volunteers from the au· 
dience and demonstrated hiS effect. first 
testing each subject by applYing dOwnward 
pressure on his or her outstretched arm. then 
testing again with a bit of musIC from a conven
tional (analog). record, and last With digitized 
mUSIC. The astounded volunteers. who had 
tested strong at first and With the ordinary 
recording. were unable to resist Diamond s 
moderate downward force while listening to 
the digitized production 

IndiViduals In the audience. which was by 
now in an uproar. heckled Diamond With shouts 
denounCing his "unscientific" presentation He 
replied that he was not about to "do science" 
in a 20·mlnute presentalion before a crowd 01 
300. and tried to remind hiS hearers that the 
convention was a forum for presenting obser· 
vations and results, He encouraged others to 
pursue his findings.' The presentation ended. 
after an exceptionally long and tumultuous 
question penod. With many members of the au
dience angry. baffled. cunous or amused. In 

various blends (A summary of Diamond's 
presentation can be found in ref 7) 

Since then, those who have been unwilling to 
dismiSS Diamond as a loker or a fraud have 
speculated on pOSSible phYSIOlogical 
mechanisms to explain hiS findings Some have 
conducted Informal expenments to repeat hiS 
resultS-With eqUIvocal outcome One formal 
expenment by Nelson Morgan of the Elec· 
tronlCS Research Laboratory 01 the UniverSity 
of California at Berkeley was published In the 
Journal 01 the AudiO Englneenng Society' Its 
results showed no correlation between dlgltlza
lion and stress as indicated by "arm pushing" 
(Morgan's phrase). basal skin resistance and 
galvaniC skin response 

The published letter reporting that expen
ment eliCited a response from Dr Diamond 
which the AES has declined to publish. perhaps 
preferring to conSider the matter closed (The 
entire affair has been something of an embar
rassment to the AES. which likes to think of 
Itself as very sCientific) Diamond s cntlcal· 
reply. In which he reports a Widespread 
disinclination on the part 01 digital equipment 
makers to cooperate With him. was published In 
the Fall 1980 Issue 01 the Syn·AudCon 
Newsletter" 

Syn·Aud·Con (SynergetiC Audio Concepts) is 
Don and Carolyn Davis's audio education 
enterprise-rather more open than most to 
new ideas. haVing early embraced such now 
Widely accepted techniques as time~delay 

spectrometry. pressure~zone mlklng and live
end-dead· end control-room deSign. They have 
defended and supported Dr Diamond in hiS at
tempt to communicate hiS concern over 
poSSibly unhealthful effects of digitized sound 

In a letter of hiS own to the AES' Don DaVIS 
wntes. "Mr Morgan falls to state that hiS Com
ments' [ref 81 was In fact financed by Pioneer 
and that the IndiViduals generating the test 
tape are not Without bias toward the outcome 
USing antl·allaslng filters on the analog recor· 
ding IS InadmiSSible 

"Therefore, the eVidence clearly points out 
1 It IS not an Impartial attempt to evaluate Dr 

Diamond's demonstration 
"2 The tests conducted are not relevant to the 
claims Dr Diamond made." 

DaVIS then quotes passages 'O indicating that 
subconSCIous "decoding" processes in the 
brain InvolVing "biological clocks' are crucial 
to our sensory discnmlnations-hearing. par
ticularly localization. as well as others, DaVIS 
purpose In quoting these wntlngs appears to be 
to suggest that something in digitized 
audio-perhaps the sampling? perhaps the 
quantizatlon?- may Interact unfavorably With 
our mental processes. 

DaVIS POints out also that Diamond s test of 
the deltoid muscle IS a test of the subject's 
reflex motor response ' [lIt IS the subject s 
reaction time change that allows the arm to be 
pushed down Without elfort It IS 
not-repeat--not a test of strength ,. 

ThiS IS a controversy close to the edge of 
science. reminiscent of UFO studies or at· 
tempts to demonstrate ESP Because It IS so 
deeply Involved With the belief systems 01 the 
disputants. it may never be resolved to 
anyone's lasting satisfaction J would let it all 
go at that II It were not for the surpnslng 
number 01 persons (among them Doug Sax 01 
The Mastering Lab and Shelfleld Lab records) 
who have Independently reported puzzling and 
persistent discomfort when listening to dlgi· 
tized audiO TYPical comments (paraphrased) 
"It soullds ugly-not beautiful,' and "I can't 
stay In the room With It. ' and "normally we can 
master for hours and feel fine. but after a morn· 
109 With a digital tape. we're Just Wiped oul. ' 

And so Dr Dlamond's plea In hiS response to 
Morgan s expenment IS perhaps best heard as 
an alarm "What If my test results are 
fight? Billions of dollars are InvoJved In the 
digital process Before we Inflict unnecessary 
stress on the present genera lion 01 listeners 
and future generalions. let us at least wonder 
that there may be a stress lactor which may 
have been demonstrated at my presentation 
Let us look. and let us work to overcome thiS In 
so dOing. we Will In part repay our debt to mUSIC 
for all that It has done for us 

Meanwhile. in the technical Journals, "stan
dardlzation" is the cry of digital progress 0 
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AES RESPONS E 

The intellectual level of the AES is represented by Dr. Robert O. Fehr's letter of February 25, 1981. We 
publish it without comment as it speaks for itself. 
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AUDIO enqineerilllJ sudely, 11Ir.. 
INTERNATIONAL H£AOQUAII'HIl'S 

60 EAST 42nd STREET. NEW YORK, N Y 10165 USA 

Toklophon9 (212) 661-6526 

Mr. Donala B. Davis 
Synerqetic Auuio Concepts 
P. D.'Box 1115 
San Juan Capistrano, Cl\ 92693 

J'c/DeaJ: Mr" Davis; 

Tel.l(, AES620296UW 

Journo.l Office 

1981 January 13 

Thank you for your letter of lJecer.iller 15. 'rhe attached 
revised copy (now llatell December IS) has been sent to 
Dr .. Doi, Hr. Nelson, and Mr. Locanthi so that they will 
have the opportunity to senll us a response to be consi
dered for publication with your letter. 
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:Z;;l~/~ 
Robert O. Fehr 
Edi tor, Journal 
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11r. Robert O. Fehr' 
Edftor 
AES Journal 
60 East 42nd Street 
New York. NY 10165 

Dear Mr. Fehr: 

Mdrch 27. 1981 

Befor'e I cotm1ent on your letter of February 25~ 1981, I would 
like to see the replies fr'om your revfewers .. 

I believe this fs customary_ At 1east~ you have done so 
previously~ 

Sincerely. 

SYNERIHIC AUOIO CONCEPTS 

Don Davis. Presfdent 

llIl/lk 

V AUDIO enqineering sudety, Inr:. 
lS INl(ItNATlQNAl HIAOQUAltlElU 

ftI 60 EAST 42nd STREET. NEW YORK, N V 10165 USA. 

c-...,Itog_ 

~fn!.~~SOH1JR 

~;~= 
THOM"':;Ol~TOCI(H""" JR 

l .. cu" .. Q.o"'OI 

(X)NA' llJ ~l\'NH'TT 
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Mr. Donald B. Davis 
Synergetic Audio Concepts 
P. O. Box IllS 
San Juan CapistI ano, eA t,f2693 

Dear Don: 

Journal Office 

1981 February 25 

We have now received the replies from our reviewers on 
your letter of November 17 (revised December 15). On 
the basis of these reviews and further considerations 
and study, I have decided not to publish this lotter. 
The reasons for not publishing are as follows (my como' 
menta are in the same sequence of your letter): 

That there waa a discussion on the possible problems 
caused by al ternato sampling has already been mentioned 
in the Journal" 

Mr. Morgan informed me that he followed Dr. Diamond's 
recorrunended procedure.. There was no reason to consider 
other references. 

In your letter you question the honesty of reported re
search without providing proof for this accusation. 

Some of your remarks may be offensive to our Japanese 
readers" 

Your references may be of general interest but our reviewers 
believe that they do not apply. 

I trust that any committee working on digital standards 
will be aware of Dr. Diamond's test, and will critically 
evaluate them when writinq a standard. 

In addi tion, it is not a function of the AES to sponsor 
research. Regarding your suggestion for a panel, it would 
be most appropriate for you to approach those concerned 
directly. 

ROF: elsa 

S~lY' 

Rober/I(>. Fehr 
Edi tor, Journal 
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It is doubtful if the AES has heard the end of Dr. 
Diamond. 

Dr. Diamond has been invited by Herbert Von Karajan 
to address the Salzburg Music Festival April 21st. 
Following the Festival, Dr. Diamond has been invited 
to address musicians and music critics in Zurich, 
Munich and Frankfort. 

Syn-Aud-Con's role is to encourage original thinking 
on the part of its graduates. We hope that the Dr. 
Diamond-AES affair has been instructive. 

NEW TEFM LICENSEES 

We will continue these 1 icenses until the arrival of the Crown "dedicated TEP" analyzer" in the market place 
(latest estimates indicate late 1981 or early 1982). There are now 62 licensees. The new licensees are: 

Mr. Bob Hagenbach 
Hagenbach Labs 
P. O. Box 22158 
Indianapolis, IN 46222 

Mr. Steven Hodge 
Steven Hodge Company 
Box C8 
College Station, TX 77844 
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Mr. C. Michael Hoover 
Audio Technical Services, Ltd. 
239 Mill Street NE 
Vienna, VA 21180 

Mr. Gl en Ballou 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
North Main Street 
Stratford, CT 06602 

Mr. Paul Jarvis 
Compass Point Studios 
P. O. Box N4599 
Nassau, BAHAMAS 

Mr. Don Wolford 
Don Wolford Sound Systems 
322 South Arroyo, Unit A 
San Gabriel, CA 91776 
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST 
"Examination of Audio-Bandwidth Requirements for Optimum Sound Signal Transmission" by ~Iuraoka, Iwahara, and 
Yamada is the lead paper in "AES Journal," January/February, 1981. 

"As a result of the tests we found the critical cutoff frequency to be around 15 kHz ....... " and goes 
on to say, "Examinations were conducted at listening levels of 70, 80, and 90 dB sound pressure level." 

"Listeners' audible limits obtained from the 70-dB sound pressure level test are considered to be 
fairly accurate. At 80 and 90 dB sound pressure level, however, some listeners conceded that judg
ments were made by perceptions of pressure, headache, or ear ringing, etc., and not by the test 
tone itself, leaving the results somewhat questionable." (Would the Japanese authors really ask 
us to believe that their test subjects get ringing in their ears at 80-90 dB?) Truly, their 
results are questionable. 

Quoting from page 56 in the same journal, "Digital Audio Technical Committee Report," from P. Rodger's report: 

"It was her feeling that if signals up to 20 kHz were presented to listeners for test purposes, 
then the 20 kHz I eve I s would have to be higher than the threshold of 100 dB sound pressure leve l 
for their presence to be noU,ced. (Italics mine) She further felt that the tests should be done 
in stereo to preserve the spatial characteristics of the natural sound and that by doing so the 
thresholds might be more critical." She earlier pointed out that bandwidth limit measurements 
involved monaural sources. 

Again, quoting from "Examination of Audio-Bandwidth Requirements for Optimum Sound Signal Transmission": 

" ..... bandwidth should be based upon human audibility. However, the determination should be 
guided by the audibility of the general public, not. by the golden-ear ext.reme. This decision 
is significant not only for reasons of human engineering, but also for reasons of economy in 
resources and energy. 

"All things considered, a bandwidth of 15 kHz Is considered to be most reasonable. Music 
producers, those who engage in synthesizers in particular, ought. to be aware of this conclusion." 

Quoting from Len Feldman's "Ambient. Sound" in t.he April, 1981, issue of "Modern Recording": 

"Mr. Hans Fantel, who writes a column on sound for readers of the prestigious New Yoy'k Times, 
prompted me to think about the subject of this month's 'Ambient Sound' column. In a recent 
column, Mr. Fantel, discussing the new 'digital' discs (which he correctly goes on to explain 
are not really 'digital' but only digitally mastered), goes on to say, 'Yet as such (digitally 
mastered) recordings proliferated in the latter part of the year, it. became evident that nearly 
all of them shared a subtle flaw: in the louder passages, the sound of high pitched instruments-
notably the vlolins--was t.inged with a certain met.allic hardness.' 

"A bit later on in his column, Mr. Fantel goes on to say, ' .... nothing the listener can do seems 
to smooth out or warm up the stone-cold sound of strings on digital discs. The mordant timbre 
seems caused by sti 11 unfathomed factors that have so far el uded conventional modes of analysis.' 
To all of which I politely but firmly say 'hog-wash' (substitute your own st.ronger language if 
you are so inclined). 

"So, what is it t.hat.'s bot.hering listeners who are subjected to digitally mast.ered discs for the 
first time? Why do they find the t.reble tones t.o be overly bright.? And, most. important.ly, why 
are they so quick to blame the new t.echnology of digital mast.ering? In all probability, the 
fault lies with the record producer and/or t.he recording engineer. 

"To blame the new t.echnology of digital recording for any sound aberrations introduced at the 
mixing console is ridiculous." 

Any chance, Mr. Feldman, that "the cert.ain metallic hardness" ...... "the stone cold sound of strings" on 
digital discs could be dist.ortion caused by the sharp cutoff antialiasing filters? 

Syn-Aud-Con is not impressed wi t.h the tes t conduct.ed at AES in London "t.o determi ne whether or not the sharp 
cutoff filters ...... would in any way 'color' the sound of music being recorded digitally. The answer, to 
no one's great. surprise, was that such fil tering could not be det.ected even by experi enced critical 1 isteners." 

"Hog-wash." Remember ads for the Edison phonograph? No one could tell the di fference between the performing 
artist and the Edison phonograph. Is there no progress in listening tests since the turn of the century? 

If interested in the subject, one may write the "AES ,Journal" and obtain a report, "Investigation Procedure to 
Obtain Perception Limits of Filter Related Sonic Degradat.ions in Digital Audio Source Encoding," prepared by 
Korte, Bluthgen (of PolyGram) and Swientek, in which the statement. is made In the abstract: "PCM source 
encoding techniques requirE mandatorily sophisticated low-pass filters for antialiasing and antiimaging 
purposes. Currently appliea low-pass filters introduce sonic de9radations like group delay distortion, pass
band ripple and ringing." 

Or as Mr. Fantel of the New York T'imes says in lay language, "A certain metallic hardness" .... "the stone cold 
sound of strings." 
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST continued 

"The Mix," Volume 5, No.3, has a splendid article written by John T. Mullin. John Mullin is the Army officer 
who had the good sense to ship home a German Magnetophon as a war souvenir. More importantly, he had obtained ( 
some of the high quality German tape (metal oxide) and had come across the high frequency bias modification 
for the Magnetophon and was sufficiently skilled to analyze it, duplicate it, and, finally, modify it--all in 
ways that retained its best older characteristics while improving it with his ideas. 

John has entitled his article "The Start of Something Big" and, indeed, we haven't measured the magnitude of 
his accomplishment even at this late date. 

John's step-by-step discussion of his interface 
with each key figure in pioneering professional 
tape recording is revealing of the ethical, 
gentlemanly manner in which he seems to approach 
all opportunities. His contacts with Col. Ranger, 
Jim Menard, Myron Stolaroff, Harold Lindsey and 
other early enthusiasts are of interest to anyone 
curious about how really important ideas are 
spread, grow, and come to fruition. 

How often the course first chosen is modified by 
circumstances. The creative man has several 
choices. Push pigheadedly on--if it works, its 
called persistence; choose new directions and 
benefit from the guidance of events until you 
emerge in a new era not predicted by the begin
ning direction. That's why geniuses are geniuses-
they dare all on their best understanding of not 
always adequate data. 

One example from the article will have to suffice 
as an illustration of what I'm saying here. A 
British officer told Mullin about hearing a 
Magnetophon that sounded far better than others. 

"Thinking this chap must have a tin ear, 
I bade him farewell and began to drive 
down the mountain. As my assistant and 
I reached a fork in the road, with all 
intentions of turning westward, I recon
sidered. Suppose he had something there 
a fter all. So we turned eastward (towards 
Frankfurt) ." 

Harold Lindsey and John Mullin 

This decision led to the discovery of a Magnetophon with high freq~ency bias in place of DC bias which resulted 
in a remarkable improvement in dynamic range, lower distortion, etc. 

It has been said, and wisely, that your decisions will master you. Be sure and read this very worthwhile bit 
of history. John not only tells what he did but, far more interesting to us, shares some of the choices that 
came up and reveals how he handled them. 

Part of "The Start of Something Big -- The History of the Tape Recorder." 

TE D KOW DRYSH recentl y sent us a "Resource Letter ENC-1: Envi ronmenta 1 Noi se Control" written by Thomas D. 
Rossing and published in the "Am. J. Phys." 46(5), May 1978. An eleven page collection of books, papers, and 
articles on all phases of acoustics of use in noise control studies. The writer's comments are, in my opinion, 
well taken and helpful in evaluating which of the mass of material deserves a reader's first attention. Our 
thanks to Ted for calling this collection to our attention. It reminded me of several books I can use and 
don't have. 

SMILE 

If you have ever had anyone take the wrong meaning from something you have said or written, you're ready for 
the following. First, there's that famous hymn, "Gladly the Cross I'd Bear" where someone thought that "Gladly" 
was the name of a cross-eyed bear. 
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BOOKS OF INTEREST 

BOB BISHOP of Circle Industries in Harlingen, Texas, recently sent us an "ICS Electrical Engineers Handbook" 
printed in 1911. There is a full description of what Bob calls a "rock system volume control" on pages 198 
and 199. It is an oil barrel rheostat and the remark is made "an ordinary barrel .. rheostat can carry a cur
rent of 90 to 100 amperes without boiling excessively." 

Directions are included for the salt solution to be added to further vary the conductivity between the two 
metal plates at the top and bottom of the barrel. (Somehow, an oil barrel rheostat fits Texas.) 

The testimonials in the rear of the book regarding the success of ICS graduates is eye opening. Engineers 
were considered "high pay" at $1500 per year. 

We have always been impressed by the scholarship that went into these early correspondence school textbooks. 
This book's discussion of "wattless" current in a circuit with a low power factor (high reactance) is classic, 
showing how you get the detrimental heating effects of such current but no use of it in your load. 

We have placed this book in our Syn-Aud-Con library with the appropriate notation indicating Bob Bishop as 
its donor. 

CLASSIFIED 

FOR SALE: IVIE IE-30 Real Time Analyzer with case and charger; IE-20 pink noise generator wtth charger, 
manuals, etc. Total price: $2000. Contact Lee Ritterbush (714) 565-6730. 

FOR SALE: Communications Company RT-60B Reverberation Timer and BONG-2 Burst Octave Noise Generator. Sell· 
as set~. $650.00 

WANTED: 

WANTED: 

WANTED: 

WANTED: 

Krohn-Hi te #1600 Lin/Log Sweep-Function Genera tor. $550.00 
Simpson #604 Multicorder (Recording VOM). $375.00 
All units in excellent condition with manuals and accessories. Contact Allan Seipman, Taft 
Broadcasting Corp., Muzak Division (713) 622-1010. 

HP-21 calculators. Will pay $25.00 each. Contact Syn-Aud-Con (714) 496-9599. 

Anyone who knows where to obtain templates for sound system design. Contact Shannon Ericsson, 
Capital Communications, P. O. Box 481, Olympia, WA 98507 (206) 943-5378. 

Also contact Syn-Aud-Con so we can make the information available in the Newsletter. 

Acoustical Tests & Measurements by Don Davis (out of print). Will pay new price if in good shape. 
We have requests for two books. (We may locate more than two copies so if anyone wants a copy, 
contact Syn-Aud-Con.) Contact Syn-Aud-Con (714) 496-9599. 

HP-41C. Syn-Aud-Con will pay $150.00 for used HP-41C in good condition. We don't need memory 
modules. However, we can probably find a buyer for the memory modules. Anyone wanting memory 
modules should contact Syn-Aud-Con. (7i4) 496~9599. 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES: 

Position Open: Sound Systems Design Specialist for established consulting firm. Person with a 
minimum 5 years experience designing sound reinforcement systems for hotels, courtrooms, 
auditoriums, etc. Position includes client contact, production of detailed designs and specifica
tions for competitive bidding, and on-site punch-listing and equalization. Capability in television 
and audiovisual design desirable. Send resume and salary history. Contact: Acoustic Design 
Associates, Inc., 3631 Cedar Springs Road, Dallas, Texas 75219. 

POSITION WANTED: 

Syn-Aud-Con graduate with B.S. in Audio Technology seeks employment with progressive audio or 
acoustic firm. Special interest in psychoacoustics and human factors design. Willing to 
relocate. Contact August Hess, P. O. Box 485, West Summerville, MA 02144. Tel: (617) 396-1515. 

~.q.q,~~~<Q>~~~~ 

COPYRIGHT 1981 by Synergetic Audio Concepts. All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. 
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or 
by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written per
mission of Synergetic Audio Concepts. 

The information conveyed in this NEWSLETTER has been carefully reviewed and believed to be accurate and 
reliable; however, no responsibility i~ assumed f~r inaccuracies in calculations or statements. 
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SVN-AUD-CON SPONSORS 
Syn-Aud-Con receives tangible support from the audio 
industry, and ten manufacturing firms presently help 
underwrite the expense of providing so.und engineering 
seminars. Such support makes it possible to provide 
the very latest in audio technology while maintaining 
reasonable prices relative to today's economy and to 
provide all the materials and continuing support to 
all graduates of Syn-Aud-Con. 

Personnel from these manufacturers receive Syn-Aud-Con 
training which provides still another link in the 
communications circuit between the ultimate user and 
the designer-manufacturer of audio equipment. They 
are "in-tune" with what a Syn-Aud-Con graduate needs. 

Their presence on this list as a Syn-Aud-Con sponsor 
indicates their desire to work cooperatively with you 
in professional sound. 

sunn 

United Recording Electronics Industries 
HME 

GenRad, Inc. 
Shure Brothers, Inc. 

Sunn Musical Equipment Company 
Crown International, Inc. 

Emilar Corporation 
David Clark Co., Inc. 

Rauland-Borg Corporation 
Industrial Research Products, Inc. 

RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION 
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